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PREFACE 
Demand, exports and prices for U.S. farm products have fluctuated 
sharply over the last three years. Price changes, with corresponding 
fluctuations in food costs, have changed abruptly both within and among 
the years 1972, 1973 and 1974. These fluctuations have been due perhaps 
to both transitory and enduring increments in foreign demand. Demand 
fluctuations have stemmed especially from crop shortfalls in other world 
regions, exhaustion of world commodity stocks and developments relating 
to monetary and price changes worldwide. 
Under current markets, with U.S. farm production capacity freed 
from supply controls in 1974 but with full product vity held in check by 
the mid-summer drought, commodity and food prices are high. Hence, it 
is of interest to estimate what farm production could be in 1975 if land 
use were optimized in relation to alternative export levels. This study 
has been made accordingly. It is not an attempt to predict farmer re-
sponse in land use and crop production in 1975. Instead, it analyzes 
production potential and programmed commodity price levels when land is 
allocated in the "best" manner among crops and by regions relative to 
a stated objective function. 
It is based on a programming model drawn from a set being developed 
under a grant from the RANN Program of the National Science Foundation 
for land and water use, the environment and agricultural policy. The 
current model is abbreviated in the sense that it analyzes only land use 
possibilities in the short run relative to alternatives in export levels. 
Earl 0. Heady 
Dennis L. Thomas 
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INTRODUCTION 
The nation's agriculture has been confronted with extremely vol-
atile demand and price conditions over the last two years. Following 
the crop shortfall over major world regions and expanded import demand 
for grain, especially by the U.S.S.R., the United States exported record 
quantities of cereals and experienced record farm commodity prices in 
1973-74. These high exports and prices were extremely important to farm 
income and consumer food prices. In 1973 the value of farm exports even 
approximated the magnitude of net farm income in the United States. Since 
production costs now are approximately 71 percent of gross farm income, 
world demand conditions which bring large price increases can greatly 
• 
expand net farm income. However, slackened world demand can, because 
of the large margin absorbed by production costs, cause equally extreme 
redirections in net farm income. 
This study is directed towards estimation of potential production, 
income, and prices for U.S. farm commodities in the short run under 
different export conditions. It examines potentials in production under 
different alternatives in cropland use. However, before the method of 
analysis and its results are explained, we examine the setting of exports 
and production which have prevailed in recent times. 
THE CURRENT FOOD AND FIBER DEMAND AND 
SUPPLY SITUATION IN PERSPECTIVE 
In light of recent tight world markets with large U.S. exports 
2 
and high grain and fiber prices, there has been some belief that a new 
era in food and fiber demand faces the United States--that the recent ex-
perience in farm exports, prices, and income will continue into the in-
definite future. The basis for this proposition is on the demand side--
that suddenly consumers have immense demands for food the world over. 
Conse·uently, as this reasoning continues, the world will continue to 
burden the United States for exports and intensely compete with domestic 
consumers for food. What is reality? Has world demand for food sudden-
ly been transformed to create an entirely new situation forever? Or 
is the situation only temporary--a short term-phenomenon as experienced 
in 1950 with respect to the "5th plate" and again in 1966 with respect 
to the pending "world food famine?" 
Despite dire predictions of world food famine, scarcities, and 
high prices, U.S. farmers during the 1950's and 1960's experienced de-
pressed incomes and burdening surpluses because increased output 
flooded the demand. In 1960 embarrassing public stocks approximated 
annual production for several commodities. In 1966 detailed figures were 
amassed, and a massive propaganda drive emphasized the severity of the 
onrushing world food shortage and the need for the United States to "go 
all out" in meeting this certain market to prevent world starvation. 
But by 1968 U.S. farm commodity supplies again were a heavy burden against 
demand; farm prices and income were low. Where do we stand now? Are we 
in another "5th plate" or "pending world food crisis" phase which can 
convert to domestic overproduction? 
The U.S.'s current world food market could not be predicted two 
years ago since its major causes rested on stochastic events which 
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are outside normal economic relationships. The main elements of future 
demand-supply balances and food prices may similarly revolve around 
random events. World food demand has always been in a gradual upward 
trend due to gradual growth in population and per capita incomes. Total 
world food demand generally does not leap from the trend line in a stair-
step jump in the span of a year or two. Some analysts seriously propose 
this quantum leap--citing growth in European incomes, preference of world 
consumers for more meat, and a greater population. However, these world 
variables are gradual. Population increases by small, inter-year degrees, 
as do income, preferences, and purchases of meat as world economic develop-
ment occurs. The demand facing one major food exporting nation such as 
the United States can take a stair-step leap because of stochastic and 
exogenous events relating to the supply side in other countries. But 
it does not necessarily happen the world over. 
The more random and transitory elements of the present food situa-
tion include the following factors: The small anchovy harvest in recent 
times off South America is a short-run phenomenon. The crop shortfall 
in East Europe, Asia, and parts of Africa in 1972-73 falls in a similar 
category, as does the mid-summer United States drouth in 1974. These 
conditions of supply were transformed into a short-run demand leap for 
exporting countries such as the United States. Long-run variables which 
are more gradual and do not generate food demand leaps even for U.S. ex-
ports include ongoing world trends in population, income, and meat con-
sumption. Some demand variables are unique to agricultural commodities 
of the United States. Devaluation of the dollar twice over in two years 
lowered the real price of agricultural commodities from the United States 
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in world markets. This is directly a demand expansion element unique to 
export commodities of the United States and countries with currencies 
meshed with the U.S. Dollar. Until other countries retaliate with further 
devaluations of their own currencies, it is an element of long-run out-
look for U.S. Agricultural commodities. The sudden and large entry of the 
U.S.S.R. into the market, due to its own crop deficiencies, was likely 
a short-run situation. However, if relations of the United States with 
Russia and China lead to continued large grain purchases by these coun-
tries, this nation would generally benefit in exports because of its flexi-
bility in large production capacity which was partly unused prior to 1973. 
The world food situation was tightening somewhat by 1970-71 because 
of the continued growth in per capita incomes and population and perhaps 
some slowing of the "Green Revolution." Together, these supply-demand 
forces had not yet caused a crisis in world commodity markets and prices. 
The United States could well be in a new position with respect to world 
demand for its farm commodities but of somewhat different nature. This 
new situation would not give continuous stair-step increases in demand. 
Rather, it has prospects of being a fluctuating change in demand for U.S. 
farm commodities. While there has long been periodic demand increments 
due to poor crops elsewhere in the world, changed conditions might give 
more certain prospects to their future existence. These changed condi-
tions would cause the effects of sporadic ups and downs in world food 
production or supplies to fall on U.S. farmers as demand gyrations. 
One foundation for volatile prospects is the growing inelasticity 
of world food demand. Demand becomes more inelastic as consumers' in-
comes increase, as clearly shown throughout the world during the past 
5 
two decades. Other world processes and assessments add to this inelas-
ticity. One such case in the U.S.S.R. With only modest capacity to 
carry buffer stocks, Russia simply tightened its belt and ate less in 
previous years of crop shortfalls. The burden of production fluctua-
tions fell on its own consumers. In recent years, Soviet leaders have 
committed themselves to an upgrading of food consumption and greater 
livestock production, and they are reluctant to accommodate drought-gener-
ated shortages through policies of reduced consumption. Its ongoing 
five year plan in process calls for large increases in livestock products. 
To implement and maintain this growth with limited buffer stock capaci-
ty, the U.S.S.R. is likely to be in the world market periodically on a 
large scale in future domestic crop shortfalls. Hence, its short supply 
would translate into a "stochastic jump" in demand for grains of export-
ing nations such as the United States. This commitment, to the extent it 
exists, causes food demand in the U.S.S.R. to be more inelastic and con-
stant---thus transferring a random increment of demand to food-exporting 
nations. There is prospect also that developing nations whose historic 
experience has been that of famine and death in years of crop short-
falls also will reflect a less elastic demand in the future. As recently 
as two decades ago, administrators and public officials of developing 
countries had gone through sporadic drought and hunger periods and merely 
looked upon them as "the way of nature and life." Their experience in 
planning and administration was meager, and they lacked capacity and investment 
funds ':o store up for unfavorable yields. To the extent they averted disaster, the 
solution came up from very large public stocks carried by the U.S. over the crisis 
period. With the passage of time, new administrators and planners have emerged in 
developing countries. Thev are more educated, experienced, and humanitarian. It is 
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unlikely that they will consider starvation by masses in drought years to be a 
necessary condition of nature. Prospects are that they too will buy more 
heavily in poor crop years, and the greater consistency of their domestic 
demand and limited buffer stock facilities also will add a greater stochas-
tic increment to farm commodity demands of exporting nations. 
Hence, because of these potential minimum restraints and greater 
demand inelasticities for food in several categories of countries, plus 
a general lack of grain storage capacity over the world, U.S. farmers 
and consumers likely are faced with export demands and prices which will 
bounce briskly upward in selected future years of world crop shortfalls--
just as they did in 1073 and 1974. Then, once weather has recovered 
and other countries have replenished their stocks, the U.S. supply capacity 
could still be large enough to cause a sharp fall in U.S. farm commodity 
prices. Hence, American consumers (in food prices) and farmers (in in-
come) may be faced with whiplash effects related to (a) weather, (q) in-
elastic food demands, and (c) insufficient world grain storage capacity. 
Future instability of food prices and farm income is likely to be 
extreme for the United States due to these conditions plus our own large 
supply capacity. However, as mentioned previously, excess supply capacity 
of our agriculture may well tend to decrease by those ongoing and contin-
uous increases in export demand due to currency devaluation, growth in 
both world population and per capita incomes, and institutional arrange-
ments of extended duration. But, demand increases of the size we have 
witnessed during the past two years are stochastic in the above setting, 
and under normal world weather and supply conditions, our producing ca-
pacity will be too large to maintain prices at or near recent levels. 
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We are likely to go along at a reduced level under normal world weather--
then suddenly he whiplashed again under the conditions of drought coupled 
with greater demand inelasticity in other countries. 
The summary above suggests that the large export demands and price 
increases for U.S. farm commodity prices over the last two years have 
both transitory and permanent dimensions. The extent and magnitude of 
the permanent dimensions will be unknown until more information is avail-
able on the possibilities of China entering the U.S. grain market on a 
continuous basis and of Russia extending its grain purchases into the 
future as it expands livestock production. Hence, as countries attempt 
to rebuild stocks, even from more normal supplies over the next year, 
export den1ands may remain moderately large. Farm commodity prices, 
while high relative to those of the early 1970's, are likely to recede 
from 1°73 levels unless stochastic weather events or exogenous institu-
tional changes of various countries again intercede. Because of these 
uncertainties, the current study is made to determine prospects in U.S. 
production, prices, and income under different production and export 
situations in 1975. 
DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY 
Objectives 
The major obiective of this study is to examine production and 
price potentials in U.S. agriculture in 1975 under various conditions 
of land use and export magnitudes. It is designed to show how far pro-
duction can expand to meet increased export demands with relative con-
stancy of supply prices. Thus, another objective is to examine levels of 
8 
export demand which begin to press on supply capacity and the relative 
response in commodity supply prices when this condition is approached. 
It examines production potentials when all land previously held from 
production under supply control programs is allowed to be used for crop 
production and is allocated optimally among crops by regions. It also 
estimates production potentials under the possibility that not all land 
previously retired under government programs is available for produc-
tion.1 In case of each land use and export alternative examined, linear 
programming models are applied to determine the location and amount of 
production in each of 150 production regions or areas if land and other 
resources were allocated optimally. One objective is to determine 
how crops would be optimally allocated among these regions for different 
levels of exports and land availability. Another objective is to determine 
how crop acreages and production might be shifted among regions as export 
demand for individual grains increases relative to exports of all grains. 
Thirteen levels and conditions of exports are examined in the text. In 
seven of these, exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are considered 
to increase in the same proportions. In six other alternatives, exports 
of individual commodities are increased relative to those of all commo-
dities. Interest is in how comparative advantage among crops and regions 
is reflected as total exports are at various levels for all crops and as they 
move to particular levels for individual crops. The study also determines 
1one such model was run when exports are increased to 1.6 times the 
1969-71 average for corn, wheat, and oilmeals, with cotton and other feed 
grain exports held at the 1969-71 level. The results of this model are 
reported in Appendix F. 
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programmed price levels (not equilibrium price levels) under each of 
these alternatives. A final objective of the study is to determine the 
extent and location of unused production capacity in U.S. agriculture un-
der various levels of exports. 
Conditions of the Study 
Estimates of production potentials assume that the 50-60 million 
acres of land withheld from production over the 1961-73 period can be 
fully returned to crop use. Since some analyses estimate that some "sha-
dow .acreage" was included in land retired from production and thus cannot 
be returned to cropping use, one model has been applied in this frame-
work. Following previous analyses, this model supposes that only two 
of each three acres included in the inventory of previously retired 
land can eventually be returned to crop production.2 Otherwise, the 
current study assumes all land previously retired is available for produc-
tion, since interest is in the maximum production potential of the United 
States in the short run. The study analyzes what production could be in 
1975 if land were allocated in the best manner among crops and regions. 
It is not an estimate of what farmers will do in 1975. In general, even 
under the normal weather assumed, intercrop and interregional shifts of 
the magnitude posed could not be attained in a single year. But they 
could be achieved in a longer period. 
Models Used 
The study was made by means of a national linear programming model 
in which land resources of each of 150 individual producing areas 
2Private communication with officials of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture resulted in this assumption. 
10 
serve as restraints on production. The 150 producing areas are indica-
ted in Figure 1. The production possibilities for feed grains (corn, 
barley, grain sorghum, and oats), wheat, soybeans, and cotton of all 
producing areas were linked together in a system of interregional com-
parative advantage and regional interdependence through a transporta-
tion submodel and a system of 31 regional markets (Figure 2). A set of 
demands for the grains was specified for each regional market. Demands 
for regional markets were summed to give the national domestic demands 
for these commodities. A national domestic demand was specified for cotton 
lint. Then, export demands were specified for each port through which 
grains are exported. The details of the basic linear programming model 
are outlined in Appendix A. 
The objective function for the basic programming model requires 
that all factor costs be covered and that (a) the costs of producing 
each crop within each producing area and (b) the costs of transporting 
crops from producing areas to market regions and ports be minimized. 
In a sense, then, the model assumes equilibrium conditions under which 
the factor costs of production and transportation are covered. Yields 
and cost coefficients for each crop in each producing area had to be esti-
mated for the basic model. The method of estimating these parameters is 
outlined in Heady and Skold and Nicol, Heady and Madsen ( 5,9 ]. Yields 
and costs, based on trends, were projected to 1975 with corrections due 
to inflation made in costs. Normal weather is assumed for the 1975 pro-
duction year. Net additions or reduction of stocks are not considered 
in price effects or export quantities. Further explanations of yield 
and production cost projections are given in Appendixes B and C, respectively. 
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Other Parameters 
Other major parameters used in the analysis were population, per 
capita income, and imports and exports of major commodities. These para-
meters were held constant for all alternatives examined. Export levels 
of wheat, corn, and oilmeals vary according to the specific model. Ex-
port levels of other feed grains, cotton, and certain livestock products 
are held constant among the alternatives analyzed. 
Table 1. Projected levels of various parameters for all alternatives 
analyzed. 
Parameter Unit 
------------ -------··-------------
Population 
Disposable income 
per capita 
Per capita consumption 
Beef 
Pork 
Broilers 
Turkey 
Lamb 
Eggs 
Milk 
Cotton 
Imports and exports of 
livestock products 
Beef imports 
Pork imports 
Broiler exports 
Turkey exports 
Lamb imports 
Egg exports 
Milk exports 
Exports of crops 
Other feed grains 
Cotton 
(thousands) 
(1957-59 constant dollars) 
(lbs. carcass weight) 
lbs. carcass weight) 
lbs. ready-to-cook wt.) 
lbs. ready-to-cook wt.) 
lbs. carcass weight) 
number, including products) 
pounds, whole milk equivalent) 
pounds cotton lint) 
million lbs. carcass weight) 
million lbs. carcass weight) 
million lbs. ready-to-cook wt.) 
million lbs. ready-to-cook wt.) 
million lbs. carcass weight) 
million dozen) 
million lbs. whole milk equiv.) 
thousand tons feed units) 
thousand 500 lb. bales) 
1975 
Projection 
215,388 
3,000 
124.9 
68.6 
37.0 
7.8 
3.6 
317.1 
542.9 
19.0 
1,633 
240 
191 
32 
119 
34 
205 
4, 492 
3,242 
14 
Table 1 includes the parameters held constant for all alternatives 
analyzed. Except for grain and cotton exports, these parameters serve 
as the base upon which levels of demand for meat, milk, and poultry com-
modities were estimated. Feed conversion rates spplied to these basic 
data provide feed demand for livestock production which was allocated to 
the 31 consuming or market regions on the basis of grain-consuming animal 
units of eight classes of livestock. Horses and mules, as well as pets 
and zoo animals, were also included in determining total grain and oil-
meal demands by consuming regions. Imports and exports of livestock 
products were at the 1969-71 averages. No net imports of grains or cot-
ton were assumed. Allocation of the wheat, corn, other feed grains, and 
soybeans for food uses among consuming regions is explained in Appendix D. 
Alternatives Analyzed 
In the analysis of the impact of expanded agricultural exports, 14 
specific models were solved. Various levels of exports for wheat, corn, 
and soybeans are examined in these specific models. (Other grains--
oats, barley, and grain sorghums--become constant export levels in all 
models.) Thirteen of the model solutions assume all land retired under 
government programs in 1964 can come back into production. Results from 
a model solution, assuming that only two-thirds of this land can come 
back into production, are reviewed in Appendix F. This 1~:odel could be 
termed the "full capacity" model for this assumption, since only 1,081,000 
acres are not used in production. The land base for this model is 
21,896,800 acres less than the 242,155,300-acre land base in the other 
models. 
Table 2 summarizes the 14 specific model solutions in this study 
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Table 2. Model solutions analyzed in determining effects of expanded 
agricultural exports in 1975. 
Other Feed 
Model Wheat Corn Oilmeal Grain Cotton 
Solution Export Export Export Export Export 
and Levels a Levels Levelsb Levelsc Levels d 
Name ( 000 Bu) ( 000 Bu) ( 000 Tfu) ( 000 Tfu) (000 Bales) 
For all exports changing 
WCSl.OO 658,719 608,536 23,569.8 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WCS1.20 790,463 730,243 28,283.8 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WCS1.40 922,207 851,950 32,997.7 4, 491.6 3,241.6 
WCS1.60 1,053,950 973,658 37,711.7 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WCS1.80 1,185,694 1,095,365 42,425.6 4,491. 6 3,241.6 
WCS2.00 1,317,438 1,217,072 47,139.6 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WCS2.05 1,350,374 1,247,499 48,318.1 4,491.6 3,241.6 
For wheat exports only changing 
W2C1Sl 1,317,438 608,536 23,569.8 4, 491.6 3,241.6 
W3C1Sl 1,976,157 608,536 23,569.8 4,491. 6 3,241.6 
For corn exports only changing 
W1C2S1 658,719 1,217,072 23,569.8 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WlC3Sl 658,719 1,825,608 23,569.8 4,491. 6 3,241.6 
For oilmeal exports only changing 
WlClS2 658,719 608,536 47' 139.6 4,491.6 3,241.6 
WlClS3 658,719 608,536 70,709.4 4,491.6 3, 241.6 
For reduced land returned to production 
WCS1.6L 1,053,950 973,658 37' 711.7 4,491.6 3,241.6 
aincluding flour equivalent in bushels. 
b Includes soybeans, soybean oilmeal, cottonseed, and cottonseed 
oilmeal. All of the increase in oilmeal exports are made of soybeans 
and soybean oilmeal. One ton of oilmeal expressed in feed units equals 
25.7 bushels of soybeans. Tfu: tons of feed units. 
cThe corn equivalent of 15.7 million bushels of oats, 49.7 million 
bushels of barley, and 120.0 million bushels of grain sorghum. 
d Expressed in 500-pound bales. 
16 
and indicates their export levels. An attempt is made to give each 
model solution a name or identification which describes its specific 
conditions. Thus, W stands for wheat, C for corn, and S for oilmeals. 
Hence, the designation WlC2S3 means that wheat is at the first level 
of exports considered (the digit 1), corn is at the second level (the 
digit 2), and oilmeals are at the third export level (the digit 3). 
The designation WCS1.20 means that exports of all three commodities 
are 20 percent greater than their average 1969-71 levels, while WCS2.00 
indicates exports for all three commodities at a rate double their aver-
age 1969-71 levels. The first seven models have exports for all three 
commodities, increasing from the 1969-71 average levels (WCSl.OO) to 
2.05 times (WCS2.05) average levels, while other crop exports are held 
constant. The next two model solutions have wheat exports at two (W2C1Sl) 
and three (W3C1Sl) times the 196tJ-71 average level, with all other crop 
exports held at their average 1969-71 levels. The solutions WlC2Sl 
and WlC3Sl have corn exports at twice and three times the 1969-71 aver-
age level, respectively. Both models hold all other crop exports at 
1969-71 average levels. Model solutions WlClS2 and WlClS3 have oilmeal 
exports at twice and three times the 1969-71 average level, respective-
ly, while other crop exports are held at 1969-71 average levels. The 
last r,1odel solution indicated in Table 2 is for wheat, corn, and oilmeal 
exports, all at 1.6 times their 1969-71 average levels, while land re-
turned to production is held at two out of three acres formerly in supply 
control programs. Increases in oilmeal exports are made entirely through 
soybeans and soybean oilmeal, since the cotton lint production and demand 
is held constant. 
17 
The model solutions can be categorized into four groups. The 
first categorv contains solutions showing the results of increasing 
wheat, corn, and oilmeal exports simultaneously from 1969-7: average 
levels to 2.05 times these levels. The next three categories show re-
sults for an individual commodity when the export levels are increased 
but foreign marketings of other commodities are held constant at 1969-
71 levels. Appendix F shows results of increasing corn, wheat, and 
oilmeals to 1.6 times their 1969-71 average levels, while other crop ex-
ports are held at their 1969-71 averages. This model solution differs 
from others since it has a lower land base (due to the assumption that 
only two out of three acres retired under government programs can come 
back into production). Results of the model solt'tions are summarized 
for the ten farm production regions and the continental United States. 
Figure 3 shows the states contained in each farm production region. 
Table 3. Livestock prices at the farm level used for 1975. 
1')69-71 1975 
Commodity Unit Pricesa Prices Usedb 
Beef $/cwt. 27.00 36.95 
Pork $/cwt. 20.50 28.00 
Broilers (;/lb. 14.20 19.40 
Lamb $I cwt. 26.50 36.25 
Turkeys c/lb. 22.40 30.60 
Eggs c/doz. 40.00 55.00 
Milk $/ cwt. 5. 70 7.80 
a source: [2]. 
b1969-71 prices deflated by the index of prices received by farmers 
for livestock and livestock products from January 15, 1973, to July 15, 
1973. 
18 
Figure 3. Ten farm production regions used for summary. 
19 
Table 3 includes the farm prices of livestock used for 1975 in 
1073 dollars.3 These farm prices are the average 1969-71 dollar prices 
deflated by the prices (1973 values) received by farmers for livestock 
and are held constant throughout the analysis. Actually, livestock 
prices should increase as crop prices increase and animal producers re-
spond to relative price ratios and profit margins. However, in order 
to avoid extra computations and solutions, only one set of livestock 
prices is used in this study. These livestock prices correspond to 
crop prices needed to satisfy domestic demand in 1975 plus exports of 
crops at their 1969-71 average levels. National crop prices in 1975 
are also expressed in 1973 dollars by deflating shadow prices of the 
model solutions by the prices paid by farmers for production items. 
MODELS WITH PROPORTIONAL INCREASES IN EXPORTS 
OF WHEAT, CORN, AND OILMEALS 
This section summarizes results from the first seven models listed 
in Table 2. The base solution for the analysis is WCSl.OO, which has ex-
ports of wheat, corn, other feed grains, oilmeals, and cotton at their 
1969-71 average levels. The rr~del solutions show changes in locations 
of production, acreages, yields, national prices, and amounts of wheat 
fed to livestock when wheat, corn, and oilmeal exports are increased 
proportionately from the 1969-71 average levels. 
Exports at 196?-ll Levels (WCSl.OO) 
Model WCSl.OO is a basic solution with exports of wheat, corn, and 
31973 dollars are based on index figures for January 15 through 
July 15, 1973. 
20 
oilmeals at 1969-71 levels. The model allows production to be alloca-
ted in terms of regional comparative advantage and indicates the allo-
cation of production among the 150 producing areas if domestic and ex-
port demands (the latter at 1969-71 average levels for the three com-
moditiesl were met in a manner to optimize the objective function. No 
attempt has been made to restrain production by producing areas accord-
ing to historic patterns in the model. 
Projected 1975 domestic demands with exports of the five major 
crops at 1969-71 average levels could be met with 174.2 million acres of 
land in the 150 producing acres. 4 With export demands at 1969-71 
average levels, 67.9 million acres of land could be left idle. In other 
words, 1975 domestic demands and exports at 1969-71 average levels 
would leave surplus capacity in U.S. agriculture of magnitudes parallel-
ing the period 1961-72, when government supply control programs were 
necessary to restrain production and bolster prices. Under the full 
comparative advantage reflections allowed in the model solution for 
WCSl.OO, the surplus capacity, at the demand and price levels stated, 
would amount to 67.9 million acres. Figure 4 shows the location of this 
surplus capacity (acreage not needed to meet 1975 domestic demands and 
exports at 1969-71 average levels) under the full reflection of compara-
tive advantage and optimized interregional location of production. 
Wheat production in the model solution is concentrated in the 
Corn Belt and Northern Plains, which account for 25.2 and 21.4 percent, 
4The 174,235,000 acres are determined endogenously in the model. 
In addition, 6,435,428 acres are indicated exogenously as the acreage 
of crops not included in the 150 programming areas (see Appendix E). 
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22 
respectively, of total production (Table 4). Nearly 55 percent of the 
nation's corn production is in the Corn Belt under the model solution. 
Other feed grain production is concentrated in the Northern Plains, with 
66.8 percent of the nation's production. Soybean yields average 28.2 
bushels for the nation, and production is heaviest in the Corn Belt and 
Delta regions. Cotton acreage is concentrated in the Southern Plains, 
Southeast, and Appalachian regions with 41.5 percent, 25.7 percent, and 
23.0 percent of the national acreage, respectively. 
The Northern Plains have 34.6 percent of the 67.9 million acres 
not needed to meet 1975 domestic demands and exports at 1969-71 average 
levels when crop production is fully allocated among producing areas in 
terms of their comparative advantage in optimizing the objective func-
tion of the model. Corresponding figures for the Southern Plains and 
Lake regions are 22.8 percent and 17.7 percent, respectively. Figure 4 
shows the location and amount of surplus land in the 150 producing areas. 
National programmed prices for this model solution are given in 
Table 5 with comparisons for 1972. Expressed in 1973 dollars, the 1972 
crop-year prices are all greater than the 1975 prices determined by the 
model, since 1975 projected surplus capacity is greater than in 1972 
when exports are only at 1969-71 average levels. While land was held 
out of production under government supply control programs in 1972, nosupply 
control programs are assumed for the 1975 production and price results. 
A total of 174.2 million bushels of wheat is fed to livestock in 
model solution WCSl.OO. This amount is 65.6 percent of the 265.5 mil-
lion bushels of wheat fed to livestock from July 1971 through June 1972. 
Consuming regions 14, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, and 31 (Figure 2) respectively, 
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24 
use 105.1, 33.1, 4.2, 8.9, 9. 7, 0.3, and 12.9 million bushels of wheat 
for feed. 
Table 5. Actual and deflated 1972 farm prices compared with projected 
1975 prices under Model WCSl.OO. 
1972 1972 1975 
Actual Deflated Projected 
Crop Unit Price a Priceb Priceb 
Wheat 
Corn 
Other feed grains 
Soybeans 
$/bushel 
$/bushel 
$/bushelc 
$/bushel 
1. 80 
1. 60 
1.19 
4.35 
2.07 1. 60 
1. 84 1.14 
1. 37 1.20 
4.99 2.27 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 
asources: [ 3,4 J. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in terms of dollars per bushel of corn 
equivalent. 
Exports Increased 20 Percent Over 1969-Zl (WCS1.20) 
Model solution WCS1.20 is the same as model WCSl.OO, except that 
exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are increased 20 percent over 1969-
71 average export levels for these crops. Projected 1975 demands, at 
the levels of WCS1.20, require 193.4 million acres in crops. Surplus 
capacity at these demand levels is 55.1 million acres. Acreages and pro-
duction for WCS1.20 are shown in Table 6. 
As compared to model solution WCSl.OO with 1969-71 average export 
levels, an additional 5.4 million acres of wheat are needed to' produce 
the 178.6 million bushel increase for model WCS1.20. The Appalachian 
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and Pacific regions decrease both acreage and production of wheat, Wheat 
acreage in the Delta region is the same in both solutions. All of the 
other regions increase both acreages and production of wheat as exports 
are increased 20 percent above 1969-71 average levels. Most of the in-
crease in wheat production is in the Lake, Mountain, Northern Plains, and 
Northeast regions with 45.3 percent. 21.2 percent, 18.5 percent, and 11.9 
percent, respectively, of the increase in total wheat production. The 
national average yield is 36.4 bushels per acre, 0.5 bushels per acre less 
than under model WCSl.OO. 
Corn increases by 894,000 acres and 79.3 million bushels in compari-
son with the WCSl.OO solution. This small increase, as compared to wheat 
and oilmeals, is due to the fact that a smaller proportion of total corn 
production is exported. The largest decrease in production, 21.6 million 
bushels, occurs in the Southeast. The Corn Belt accounts for 91.9 per-
cent of the net increase in corn production for solution WCS1.20. Lake 
and Pacific regions also increase production, while the other six farm 
production regions remain nearly constant in corn production. The national 
corn yield decreases by only 0.1 bushels per acre to 94.4 bushels per 
acre in this model solution. 
Production of other feed grains decreases by only 1.6 million bush-
els of corn equivalent under the 20 percent increase in exports of wheat, 
corn, and oilmeals. The Appalachian, Southeast, Delta, Corn Belt, and 
Lake regions remain nearly constant. Rather large decreases in produc-
tion of other feed grains occur in the Northeast and Northern Plains 
regions, with the latter decreasing production by 120.7 million bushels of 
corn equivalent, as compared to solution WCSl.OO. Increased production 
27 
in the Southern Plains, Mountain, and Pacific regions nearly offsets 
the total decreases of other regions. The Southern Plains region in-
creases production by 86.7 million bushels of corn equivalent. The 
national average yield of other feed grains decreases by 1.3 bushels per 
acre (to 52.9 corn-equivalent bushels per acre) under solution WCS1.20; 
the increase in exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals causes crop acreages 
to be reshuffled among producing areas with greatest comparative advan-
tage for each crop. 
Soybean production increases by 126.4 million bushels in comparison 
with the WCSl.OO solution. The Corn Belt has a decrease of 18.3 million 
bushels, while the Northeast, Lake, Northern Plains, and Southeast re-
gions have 6.0 percent, 57.6 percent 39.5 percent, and 11.4 percent, 
respectively, of the total increase in soybean production. Other farm 
production regions remain nearly constant. The national soybean yield 
decreases, in comparison to WCSl.OO and 1969-71 export levels, by 0.7 
bushels per acre to 27.5 bushels per acre. 
While cotton lint production remains constant at 5.7 billion 
pounds, the national acreage decreases by 4,000 acres All of the de-
crease in acreage occurs in the Southeast region. Other regions have 
the same acreage as in model WCSl.OO. However, the national cotton lint 
yield increases by 0.4 pounds per acre to 663.6 pounds. 
Land not needed to meet 1975 domestic demands aod exports at 120 
percent of 1969-71 average levels decreases by 12.8 million acres, as 
compared to the WCS1.00 solution. Both the Northeast and Pacific re-
gions use all previously idle land. The Appalachian and Delta re-
gions have the same idle acres as before. All of the other regions 
28 
have less idle acres. The Lake region accounts for 46.7 percent of the 
total decrease in idle land. 
National prices for this solution are given in Table 7 with com-
parisons for the 1972 crop year and the results for the base model solu-
tion (WCSl.OO). Expressed in 1973 dollars, all crop prices are still 
below the 1972 deflated levels. However, all crop prices are slightly 
higher under solution WCS1.20 than under solution WCSl.OO. Hence, a 20 
percent increase in exports for wheat, corn, and oilmeals over 1969-71 
average levels (domestic demands constant at projected 1975 levels) can 
occur with only modest price increases at the farm level. 
Table 7. Farm prices under solution WCS1.20 (with increases of 20 
percent in exports over 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflatedb Solution WCS1.20 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1.60 1.68 
Corn $/bushel 1. 60 1. 84 1.14 1.19 
Other feed grains $/bushelC 1.19 1. 37 1.20 1.24 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 2.44 
Cotton lint <;:/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 29.20 
asources: ( 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expense paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
A total of 213.6 million bushels of wheat is fed to livestock in 
this solution. This amount represents an increase of 39.4 million bushels 
over solution WCSl.OO but still is 51.9 million bushels less than the 
29 
amount fed in 1971-72. Consuming regions 10, 14, 24, 25, 27, and 28 
(Figure 2) feed 43.9, 105.1, 33.1, 4.2, 17.6, and 9.7 million bushels, 
respectively, of wheat. 
Exports Increased 40 Percent Over 1969-Zl (WCS1.40) 
Solution WCS1.40 in the same as solution WCSl.OO, except that ex-
ports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are 40 percent greater than 1969-71 
average levels. To meet projected 1975 demands at the WCS1.40 levels, 
204.2 million acres are required for production. Land not needed to meet 
demands totals 44.4 million acres. The acreages and production for WCS1.40 
are included in Table 8. With exports only 40 percent greater than the 
1969-71 averages in 1975, surplus capacity would still exist, and supply 
control programs would likely be demanded by farm groups. 
As compared to base solution WCSl.OO, 7.5 million more acres are 
needed to produce an additional 191.6 million bushels of wheat. The Lake 
region accounts for 58.7 percent of the net increase in wheat production. 
Other large increases in production are in the Southern Plains, Moun-
tain, Northeast, and Delta regions. Decreases in wheat production occur 
in the Corn Belt and Appalachian regions. The national wheat yield is 
35.1 bushels per acre, a decrease of 1.8 bushels per acre when compared 
to the base model. 
Corn production increases by 3.8 million acres and 332.1 million 
bushels, respectively, when compared to the base model. The Corn Belt 
and Northern Plains account for 42.5 percent and 46.5 percent, respective-
ly, of the net increase in production. Corn production in the Corn Belt 
represents 54.4 percent of the national production under this solution. 
A decrease of 0.6 bushels per acre nationally brings the United States 
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average yield to 93.9 bushels per acre. 
Other feed grain production increases 9.7 million bushels of corn 
eouivalent when compared to the base solution. The largest decrease is 
in the Northern Plains with a reduction of 140.3 million bushels. In-
creases in production occur in the Southern Plains, Pacific, Mountain, 
and Lake regions. The Southern Plains region increases production by 
109.6 million bushels of corn equivalent. National yield decreases by 
1.1 bushels per acre to 53.1 bushels of corn equivalent. 
Soybean production increases by 252.8 million bushels when compared 
to the base solution. All regions either have increased or constant 
production in comparison with the base solution. Those remaining con-
stant are the Delta Mountain, and Pacific regions. The largest in-
creases are in the Lake and Northern Plains regions which account for 
34.8 percent and 20.5 percent, respectively, of the increased production. 
Soybean production remains concentrated in the Corn Belt with 55.4 per-
cent of the national production. Soybean national yield decreases by 
1.2 bushels to 27.0 bushels per acre under solution WCS1.40. 
Cotton acreage and production remain the same as under model 
WCS1.20. The distribution of acreages also remains the same. 
Land not needed to meet demands at WCS1.40 levels decreases by 
23.5 million acres when compared to the base solution WCSl.OO. The 
Northeast, Appalachian, and Pacific regions have no unused land for so-
lution WCS1.40. Most of the decrease in unused land is in the Southern 
Plains and Lake regions. These regions account for 66.6 percent of the 
total decrease in idle or unused land. 
National prices for this rnodel are summarized in Table 9 with 
32 
comparisons for the 1972 crop year and the results of the base model solu-
tion. Expressed in 1973 dollars, all crop prices (except other feed grains) 
are higher than for WCSl.OO and 1969-71 average export levels. Crop prices 
are still equal to or below the 1972 deflated prices. Wheat prices in-
crease 14.4 percent, corn prices by 11.4 percent, and soybean prices by 
20.3 percent over the WCSl.OO solution. While surplus capacity is reduced 
under WCS1.40 in comparison with WCSl.OO, the reduction is not great enough 
to bring prices to the 1972 deflated levels. 
Table 9. Farm prices under solution WCS1.40 (with increases of 40 
percent in exports over 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflatedb Solution wcs 1.40 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1. 60 1. 83 
Corn $/bushel 1. 60 1.% 1. 14 1. 27 
Other feed grains $/bushelc 1. 19 1. 37 1. 20 1. 37 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 2. 73 
Cotton lint c/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 29.70 
a~ources: [ 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushels of corn equivalent. 
Wheat fed to livestock is 87.4 million bushels under WCS1.40 with 
exports increased by 40 percent over 1969-71 average levels. This amou~t 
is 32.g percent of that fed in 1971-72. Consuming regions 10 and 24 
account for 35.9 percent and 31.8 percent, respectively, of the total. 
33 
Consuming regions 10, 14, 24, 25, 27, and 28 feed 31.4, 4.9, 27.8, 4.3, 
17.5 and 1.5 million bushels of wheat, respectively. 
~J<:ports Increased 60 Percent Over 1969-21 (WCS 1. 60) 
This solution is the saiTe as for base solution WCSl.OO, except 
that exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are 1.6 times 1969-71 average 
levels. The don'.estic and export demands for WCS 1. 60 require 218.0 million 
acres in crop production. Cropland not re~uired declines to 30.6 million 
acres. Acreages and production are shown in Table 10. With 1975 exports 
for wheat, corn, and oilmeals only 60 percent more than 1969-71 average 
export levels, surplus crop capacity of U.S. agriculture would still 
amount to more than 30 million acres, about 45 percent of the surplus capa-
city during the 1960's. 
Wheat production under WCS1.60 increases by 266.3 million bushels, 
as compared to model WCSl.OO with 1969-71 average export levels. Acreage 
increases by 11.8 million acres. The Corn Belt and Appalachian regions 
decrease production by 62.2 1nillion and 46.0 million bushels, respective-
ly. The Southern Plains. Lake, and Mountain regions increase production 
by 137.7 million. 83.1 million, and 71.9 million bushels, respectively. 
Large production increases also occur in the Northern Plains, Northeast, 
and Delta regions. The national wheat yield is 33.6 bushels per acre, 
a decrease of 3.3 bushels fron.1 the base model WCSl.OO. 
Corn production increases by 526.1 million bushels, as compared to 
the base model. All regions maintain or increase corn production. The 
Corn Belt produces 51.3 percent of the national production. The North-
ern Plains region increases production by 270.9 million bushels--51.5 percent 
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of the total increase. Large increases also occur in the Lake, Corn 
Belt, Appalachian, and Mountain regions. Corn national yield is 92.9 
bushels per acre. compared to 94.5 bushels per acre in the base model. 
Other feed grain production increases by 10.3 million bushels when 
compared to the base model. The largest production decrease, in the 
Northern Plains, is 1°1.3 million bushels of corn equivalent. Other de-
creases are in the Northeast and Delta regions. The Southern Plains re-
gion increases its production by 127.0 million bushels of corn equivalent. 
National yield is 50.1 corn-e~uivalent bushels per acre, a 4.1 bushel de-
crease compared to the base model. 
Soybean production increases by 379.2 million bushels as compared 
to the base model. All regions, except the Mountain and Pacific regions, 
increase production. The largest increases are in the Lake, Northern 
Plains, and Southern Plains regions of 105.6 million, 95.5 million, 
and 73.5 million bushels, respectively. The national yield of 27.0 
bushels per acre is 1.2 bushels per acre less than under the base model. 
Cotton acreage decreases by 13,000 acres in the Southeast region. 
National cotton lint production of 5.7 billion pounds on 3.6 million 
acres is 1. 0 pounds .~ore yield per acre than in the base model. 
Idle land declines 37.3 million acres, compared to the base model. 
No idle land occurs in the Northeast, Appalachian, and Pacific regions. 
The largest decrease in idle land is in the Southern Plains, where 14.3 
million acres are shifted into production as compared to the base model. 
All regions have decreases in idle land. Even with exports of wheat, 
corn. and oililleals 60 percent greater than 1969-71 average levels, 30.6 
~illion acres are not needed to meet projected domestic and export demands 
36 
under WCS 1. 60. 
National farm prices for model WCS1.60 are given in Table 11. 
Expressed in 1973 dollars, all crop prices are larger than in the base 
model. 
Table 11. Farm prices under solution WCS1.60 (with increases of 60 
percent in exports over 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual8 Deflatedb Solution WCSl. 60 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 30 2.07 1. 60 1. () 1 
Corn $/bushel 1. 60 1. 84 1.14 1. 33 
Other feed grains $/bushelc 1.19 1. 37 1. 20 1.43 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 2.97 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 30.40 
aSources: ( 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
Exports Increased :~0 Percen~ Over 1969-ll .{FCS 1. RO) 
This solution is the same as model WCS1.00, except that exports of 
wheat, corn, and oilmeals are 1.~ times their l060-71 average levels. 
Land idle or surplus for the crop demands now totals only 14.9 million 
acres. Acreages and production are shown in Table 12. Hence, exports 
80 percent greater than 1969 71 average levels do not, along with 1975 
domestic demand, absorb all of U.S. crop production capacity. 
Wheat production is 421.8 million bushels greater than in the base 
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38 
solution WCSl.OO on 19.8 million additional acres. Production decreases 
in the Corn Belt and Appalachian regions by 124.7 million and 63.1 
million bushels, respectively. All other regions increase wheat pro-
duction. Increases of over 100 million bushels occur in the Northern 
Plains, Southern Plains, and Mountain regions. The wheat national yield 
is 31.7 bushels per acre, a decrease of 5.2 bushels from the base model. 
Corn production is 629.8 million bushels greater than in the base 
solution WCSl.OO. While nearly 50 percent of total corn production is 
in the Corn Belt, the Northern Plains region accounts for 64.9 percent of 
the net increase in production. All, except the Northeast and Southeast 
regions, increase corn production. The national corn yield of 91.7 
bushels per acre is 2.8 bushels per acre less than in the base solution. 
Other feed grain production increases by 10.3 million bushels of 
corn equivalent, compared to the base model solution. The Northern 
Plains region decreases production by 217.2 million bushels. Production 
increases are in the Southern Plains, Corn Belt, Mountain, and Pacific 
regions. The Southern Plains region increases production by 122.6 million 
bushels of corn equivalent. A national yield of 48.3 bushels per acre 
is 5.9 bushels less than in the base model. 
Soybean production increases by 504.9 million bushels, as compared to 
the base model solution. Nearly 52 percent of national production is in the Corn 
belt, but all adapted regions increase production. Compared to the base model 
solution, national yield declines 1. 2 bushels to 27 bushels per acre. 
National cotton acreage decreases by three thousand acres as the 
Southeast region decreases acreage and the Delta increases acreage. 
National cotton lint yield, 663.5 pounds per acre, is only 0.3 pounds more 
39 
than in the base model solution. 
Unused land decreases by 53.0 million acres to only 14.9 million 
acres compared to the base model. No idle land occurs in the Northeast, 
Appalachian, Corn Belt, and Pacific regions. The Northern Plains and 
Southern Plains regions account for 32.8 peicent and 28.7 percent, re-
spectively, of the decrease in unused land. Hence, with exports in 1975 
RO percent greater than the 1969-71 average levels, excess capacity of 
U.S. agriculture begins to near depletion, and a supply control program 
to contain it could be small. 
National farm prices for this model are given in Table 13. .As ex-
pressed in 1973 dollars, prices for other feed grains and cotton lint are 
larger than for the 1972 crop year. Prices for all commodities began to 
approach 1972 levels (corrected to 1973 dollar values) when a supply con-
trol program of considerable magnitude was still in effect. 
Table 13. Farm prices under solution WCS1.80 (with increases of 80 
percent in exports over 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit .Actual a Deflatedb Solution WCSl. 80 
Wheat 
Corn 
Other feed grains 
Soybeans 
$/bushel 
$/bushel 
$/bushelc 
$/bushel 
1. 80 
1.60 
1. 19 
4.35 
2.07 1. 60 2.05 
1. 84 1.14 1 49 
1. 37 1. 20 1 'JO 
4.99 2.27 3.47 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 31.70 
asources: [ 3,4 J. 
bp . d r~ces are expresse 
on production expenses paid 
1973. 
in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
40 
Wheat fed to livestock, 39.4 million bushels, is 14.9 percent of 
the amount actually fed in 1971-72. Consuming regions 22, 25, and 27 
use 17.5, 4.3, and 17.6 million bushels of wheat for feed, respectively. 
Exports Doubled Over 1969-ll (WCS2.00) 
This model, the same as model WCSl.OO, has exports of wheat, corn, 
and oilmeals at twice their 1969-71 average levels. The projected 1975 
demands under these export levels require 245.5 million acres in crop pro-
duction, and unused land declines to 3.1 million acres (Table 14). Hence, 
den·and rather completely exhausts supply capacity under this export 
framework. Figure 5 shows the location of grain and cotton in the 150 
producing areas. 
Compared to the WCSl.OO solution, an additional 23.8 million 
acres are needed to produce the extra 548.1 million bushels of wheat needed for 
this solution. Production decreases of wheat are in the Appalachian, 
Corn Belt, and Pacific regions which shift land to other crops. The 
Corn Belt decreases wheat production by the largest amount, 97.8 mil-
lion bushels. The Northern Plains, Mountain, Southern Plains, and 
Lake regions increase production by 315.0 million, 174.7 million, 99.3 
million, and 81.6 million bushels, respectively, as compared to the 
base solution. Wheat national yield of 31.6 bushels per acre is 5.3 
bushels less than in solution WCSl.OO. 
Corn production is 775.5 million bushels greater than 'in the base 
solution. Additional land in corn, as compared to WCSl.OO, is 11.6 
million acres. Production increases by 444.2 million bushels in the 
Northern Plains. Corn national yield of 89.7 bushels per acre is 4.8 
bushels less than in the base model solution. 
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Other feed grain production increases by only 1.2 million bushels 
of corn equivalent. Decreases in production occur in the Northern 
Plains, Northeast, and Delta regions, and large increases occur in the 
Southern Plains and Mountain regions. The national yield of 48.3 bushels 
is 5.9 bushels less than in the base model solution. 
Soybean production is 637.4 million bushels greater than in the 
base model solution. While the Corn Belt dominates in production, 
large increases in soybean production occur in the Southern Plains, 
Lake, and Northern Plains. Soybean national yield of 26.9 bushels per 
acre is 1.3 bushels less than for the base model solution. Although 
cotton lint production remains at 5.7 billion pounds, 249,000 fewer 
acres are used as compared to the base model solution. Acreage in-
creases in the Southeast, Delta, and Pacific regions and decreases in 
the Southern Plains. The national lint yield of 683.0 pounds per acre 
is 19.8 pounds per acre greater than in base model WCSl.OO. 
Unused land of 3.1 million acres is 64.8 million acres less than in 
the base model. Hence, WCS2. 00 can be considered nearly "full capacity" 
for U.S. agriculture. No unused land occurs in the Northeast, Appala-
chian, Southeast, Corn Belt, Lake, Southern Plains, and Pacific regions. 
The Mountain region has 430,000 unused acres, and the Delta region has 
only 12,000 idle acres. The Northern Plains, with 2.6 million unused 
acres, has 85.6 percent of the surplus capacity acreage. Figure 6 shows 
the location of surplus capacity acreage. 
National prices for this model, which approximates full capacity for 
U.S. agriculture, are given in Table 15. As expressed in 1973 dollars, 
all crops, except soybeans, have prices higher than in the 1972 crop year. 
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Soybean price is only 4 cents per bushel lower than the 1972 price expressed 
in 1973 dollars. Wheat is 79 cents higher, corn 6 cents higher, other feed 
grains 81 cents higher, and cotton lint 5. 36 cents higher than the lower price-
corrected 1972 prices. 5 Table 15 also shows, as compared to the base model 
solution, the large price increase which results from doubling exports of 
wheat, corn, and oilmeals. Wheat prices increase by 78.8 percent, corn 
prices by 66.7 percent, other feed grains by 81.7 percent, soybeans by 118.1 
percent, and cotton lint by 25.0 percent over the base solution. The base 
solution could be considered a "free market" condition for 1975 with no 
government supply controls when domestic demands are at 1975 projected 
levels while exports are at 1969-71 average levels. Under the 1975 "free 
market" (base model) condition, prices are lower than 1972 actual prices 
(except for cotton and other feed grains) when a farm program was in effect 
(and considerably lower than the 1972 prices deflated--corrected to 1973 
dollar values). Thus, exports in 1975, double those of the 1969-71 period, 
would practically exhaust surplus capacity of U.S. agriculture and result 
in programmed prices--even in the absence of supply control programs--
considerably higher than 1972 prices when acreage limitation policies 
were in effect. The solution for WCS2.00 thus can be considered a situa-
tion where demand just "comfortably" absorbs the capacity of U.S. agricul-
ture and is not a strain on production. Farming would generally be prof,·.-
table at the programmed prices of solution WCS2.00. 
5The figure for other feed grains might by misleading, since the 
prices are for different combinations of barley, oats, and grain sor-
ghum than in 1972. 
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Table 15. Farm prices under solution WCS2.00 (with double the exports 
in 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 and the base solution 
wcs 1. 00. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actuala Deflated6 Solution WCS2.00 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1. 60 2.86 
Corn $/bushel 1.60 1. 84 1.14 1.90 
Other feed grains $/bushelc 1.19 1.37 1.20 2.18 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 4.95 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 36.00 
asources: [ 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based on 
production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 1973. 
CPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
Agriculture in "Tight" Production Capacity (WCS2. 05) 
While solution WCS2.00 had very slight flexibility left in it, we 
now examine solution WCS2.05, which is "tight" in the sense that demand 
completely absorbs cropland acreage available. This occurs when ex-
ports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are 105 percent grester than 1969-71 
average levels. 
Demands at these levels require 248.6 million acres in production, 
and there is no surplus capacity acreage. The acreages and production 
are shown in Table 16. 
Wheat production is 577.2 million bushels greater than in the base 
model solution. Corn production is 806.7 million bushels greater, and 
other feed grain production is 7.0 million bushels of corn equivalent larger 
than in the base solution. Soybean production exceeds the base model 
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solution by 671.1 million bushels. 
Cotton production remains at 5.7 billion pounds, but the national 
acreage falls by 427,000 acres when compared to the base model solution, 
as this crop is shifted to higher-yielding land. Cotton lint yield of 
697.8 pounds per acre is 34.6 pounds higher than in the base model so-
lution. 
No surplus capacity acreage exists. This model solution could be 
called a "tight full capacity" model for the United States in 1975. The 
land in the model includes all land under government farm programs in the 
lq61-72 period. Model WCS1.6L in Appendex F shows the results if only 
two out of three previously retired acres can be brought back into pro-
duction. 
The national farm prices for crops in the model are shown in Table 
17. As expressed in 1973 dollars, all crop prices are considerably high-
er than in the 1972 crop year. These magnitudes correspond to the high 
price levels experienced in 1973-74 as exports came to exceed annual pro-
duction and drew down stocks. At full capacity, programmed commodity 
prices respond sharply upward. Wheat price is $1.57 per bushel higher, 
corn $0.48 per bushel higher, other feed grains $1.36 per corn-equiva-
lent bushel higher, soybeans $1.41 per bushel higher, and cotton lint 
10.26 cents higher than the 1972 prices expressed in 1973 dollars. 
Farm prices generally under this model are double those under solution 
WCSl.OO which has exports only at 1969-71 levels and does not include 
a supply control program. 
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Table 17. Farm prices under solution WCS2.05 (with increases of 105 
percent in exports over 1969-71) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO, 
1?75 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflated6 Solution WCS2.05 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1.60 3.64 
Corn $/bushel 1.60 1. 84 1. 14 2.32 
Other feed grains $/bushelc: 1. 19 1. 37 1. 20 2.73 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 6.40 
Cotton lint ~/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 40.90 
asources: [ 3,4 ]. 
bprices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
INCREASED WHEAT EXPORTS ONLY 
Previous model solutions supposed proportional increases in wheat, 
corn, and oilmeal exports over 1969-71 average levels. These solutions 
ran exports upward from 1969-71 levels to magnitudes that exhausted U.S. 
crop producing capacity and caused programmed crop prices to rise sharply. 
However, capacity and sharp price rises (in 1973 real dollar terms) were 
not reached until 1975 exports for the three crop categories were about 
double 1969-71 export levels. We now examine outcomes when exports of 
single individual crops are increased. 
This section considers increased wheat exports when all other crop 
exports for 1975 are held at their 1969-71 average levels. Two model so-
lutions are presented: solution W2ClSl with wheat exports at twice the 
1969-71 level, and solution W3ClSl with wheat exports at three times 
50 
the 1969-71 level. As before, comparisons are with the base model 
WCS1.00 with exports of all crops at their 1969-71 average levels. 
Wheat Exports Doubled Over 1969-l! (W2ClS1) 
A total of 202.1 million acres are used for crop production. Un-
used land totals 46.5 million acres. Acreages and production are shown 
in Table 18. An additional 18.0 million acres are used for the increased 
543.4 million bushels of wheat. All regions, except the Appalachian and 
Delta regions, increase wheat production. The Southern Plains, Moun-
tain, and Northern Plains regions have increases of over 100 million 
bushels. The national wheat yield of 34.8 bushels per acre is 2.1 bush-
els per acre less than in the base model solution. 
Corn production increases by 161.1 million bushels over the base 
model solution on 1.9 million more acres. The Corn Belt increases corn 
production by 92.4 million bushels, 57.4 percent of the net increase in 
national corn production. Production remains unchanged in the Northeast, 
Appalachian, Southeast, Delta, and Northern Plains regions. A decrease 
of less than one million bushels is in the Southern Plains. Nationally, 
an average corn yield of 94.1 bushels per acre is 0.4 bushels less than 
in the base model solution. 
Other feed grain production increases by 10.3 million bushels of 
corn equivalent over the base model solution. Production remains con-
stant in the Northeast, Appalachian, Delta, Corn Belt, and Mountain re-
gions. The only production decrease is in the Northern Plains, where 103.6 
million bushels less are grown. Most of the increased production is in 
the Southern Plains with 86.7 million more bushels. 
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Production is concentrated in the Northern Plains with 60.0 percent of 
national production. The national average yield of 53.0 bushels per acre 
is 1.2 bushels less than under the base model solution, 
The increases in corn and other feed grain production result be-
cause less wheat is fed to livestock. In the base model solution, 174.2 
million bushels of wheat are fed to livestock. In model W2C1Sl, only 
21.9 million bushels of wheat are so used. The decrease in wheat fed to 
livestock must be made up by feeding corn and other feed grains. 
Soybean production increases by only 40,000 bushels over the base 
model solution. A plausible explanation for this increase is that cot-
ton production decreases its corresponding supply of cottonseed oilmeal, 
even though cotton production is the same. Only two regions change soy-
bean production significantly. The Corn Belt decreases production by 
67.7 million bushels, and the Lake region increases production by 61.6 
million bushels. A decrease of 0.4 bushels per acre from the base model 
solution gives a national yield of 27.8 bushels per acre in solution 
W2C1Sl. 
Surplus acreage or unused land decreases by 21.5 million acres from 
the base model solution. All land in the Northeast and Pacific regions 
is employed in crop production. Large decreases in idle land occur in 
the Southern Plains and Lake regions (Table 18). 
National farm prices for this model are shown in Table 19. Expressed 
in 1973 dollars, all crop prices for 1975 are below the 1972 crop-year 
levels. Compared to the base model solution, the wheat price increases by 
21 cents or 13.1 percent. Other crop prices also are higher for this 
model, as compared to the base model solution. 
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Table 19. Farm prices under solution W2C1Sl (with wheat exports at 
twice the 1969-71 average) and comparisons for 1972 and 
the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1"72 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflatedb Solution W2C lS 1 
Wheat 
Corn 
Other feed grains 
Soybeans 
$/bushel 1. 80 
$/bushel 1. 60 
$/bushelc 1. 19 
$/bushel 4.35 
2.07 1.60 1. 81 
1. 84 1.14 1. 20 
1. 37 1. 20 1. 29 
4.99 2.27 2.42 
Cotton lint <;:/pound 26.70 30.64 23.80 29.20 
asources: [ 3,4, J. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
CPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
Wheat Exports Tripled Over 1969-71 (W3C1Sl) 
This ~odel is the same as the base model solution WCSl.OO, except 
that the exports of wheat are three times the 1969-71 level. It also 
is the same as W2C1Sl, except that wheat exports are now tripled over 
the 1969-71 level. A total of 230.2 ~tillion acres are used for produc-
tion under W3ClSl. Unused or surplus capacity land is 18.4 million acres. 
Table 20 includes acreages and production for model solution W3C1Sl. 
Wheat production increases by 1.2 billion bushels over the base 
model solution WCSl.OO and 695.8 million over W2C1Sl. Acres of wheat 
increase by 44.9 million acres over WCSl.OO and 26.9 million acres over 
W2ClSl. The Northern Plains, Corn Belt, Southern Plains, Mountain, and 
Lake regions increase wheat production by 465.9 million, 221.4 million, 
209.8 million, 136.S million, and 119.0 million bushels, respectively, 
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over the base model solution WCSl.OO. Other regions increase produc-
tion slightly. Figure 7 shows the location of wheat acreages in the 
150 producing areas under tripled exports of solution W3C1Sl. The 
wheat national yield of 31.9 bushels per acre is 5.0 bushels per acre 
less than for the base model solution, because wheat acreage is spread 
out into less-productive areas. 
Corn production increases by 161.1 million bushels over the base 
model. An additional 1.9 million acres are used for corn production, be-
cause corn is substituted for wheat in livestock feeding. The Northern 
Plains and Corn Belt regions increase production by 79.5 million and 
78.3 million bushels, respectively, and the Corn Belt produces 55.0 per-
cent of the nation's total. Production decreases occur in the Southern 
Plains and Pacific regions. The largest decrease, 22.4 million bushels, 
is in the Pacific region. These shifts in location of corn production 
occur in order that the increased production and exports of wheat can 
be attained in a regional basis consistent with comparative advantage. 
Nationally, corn yield drops 0.4 bushels per acre from the base model 
solution to a level of 94.1 bushels per acre. 
Other feed grain production increases by 10.3 million bushels of 
corn equivalent over the base model solution as these grains are substi-
tuted for wheat in livestock rations. Production is still concentrated 
in the Northern Plains but at a level of 53.6 percent (instead of the 
66.8 percent of base model production). Production increases in the 
Corn Belt, Lake, Southern Plains, Mountain, and Pacific regions. The 
Southern Plains, the region with the largest increase, increases produc-
.
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57 
tion by 150.6 million bushels of corn equivalent, The largest decrease, 
208.6 million bushels of corn equivalent, occurs in the Northern Plains. 
National yield of 52.4 corn-equivalent bushels per acre is 1.8 bushels 
per acre less than in the base model. Figure 8 shows the location of 
corn and other feed grain acreages in the 150 producing areas. 
Soybean production increases by 40,000 bushels over the base model 
as shifts among grains are made in livestock rations and as wheat and 
other grains shift interregionally to meet domestic and export demands 
consistent with comparative advantage among regions as wheat exports are 
tripled. Soybean production is concentrated (53.5 percent) in the Corn 
Belt as production decreases occur in the Appalachian, Corn Belt, and 
Southern Plains regions. However, the largest decrease, 164.0 million 
bushels, is still in the Corn Belt. Production increases occur in the 
Northeast, Southeast, Lake, and Northern Plains regions. The largest 
increase, 86.9 million bushels, is in the Lake region. Soybean acreages 
in the 150 producing regions are shown in Figure 9. The national soy-
bean yield of 27.4 bushels per acre is 0.8 bushels less than in the base 
model solution. Cotton acreage decreases by 4,000 acres from the base 
model. The distribution of acreage and national yield remains the same 
as in solution W2ClS1. 
Unused or surplus capacity land declines by 49.5 million acres from 
the base model solution to 18.4 million acres. No surplus capacity land 
now exists in the Northeast, Appalachian, and Pacific regions. All re-
gions decrease land unused, the largest decreases occurring in the North-
ern Plains, Southern Plains, Lake, and Mountain regions with 18.5 million, 
13.8 million, 7.8 million, and 4.7 million acres less, respectively. 
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Figure 10 shows the location of surplus capacity land in the 150 producing 
areas under tripled wheat exports over the 1969-71 level. Tripled wheat 
exports for 1975, with exports of the other commodities remaining at 1069-71 
average levels, does not fully absorb the surplus crop capacity of U.S. 
agriculture, even though 1. 976,157,000 bushels are exported. 
National farm prices for this model are shown in Table 21. Ex-
pressed in 1973 dollars, all 1975 crop prices, except for other feed 
grains, are lower for this model solution W3C1Sl, than in 1972 when a 
supply control program was in effect. The price of other feed grains is 
only six cents per bushel higher than the deflated 1972 price. (As 
mentioned previously, the other feed grain national prices are not fully 
comparable, bec,use they represent different combinations of barley, oats, 
and grain sorghum.) 
Wheat price under tripled exports increases by 23.8 percent when 
compared to WCSl.OO. All crop prices are higher for tripled wheat exports 
than for the base model WCSl.OO with 1969-71 export levels for all crops. 
As shown in Table 19, a doubling alone of wheat exports with exports of 
other commodities at 1969-71 levels causes slight increases in the price of 
corn, soybeans, other feed grains, and cotton and an increase of 21 cents 
per bushel in wheat. Tripled wheat exports cause a further modest increase 
in prices of other commodities in comparison with doubled wheat exports 
(Table 19). These price increases are modest, since neither a doubling 
nor tripling of wheat exports alone, when exports of other commodities 
are at 1969-71 levels, exhausts surplus capacity of agriculture at 1975 
domestic demand levels. Not until exports of all commodities approach 
the levels of WCS2.00 and WCS2.05 is capacity absorbed and sharp increases 
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occur in the prices of all.commodities. 
Table 21. Farm prices under solution W3C1S1 (with wheat exports at 
three times the 1969-71 average) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCS1.00. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflatedb Solution W3C1S1 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1. 60 1. 98 
Corn $/bushel 1. 60 1. 84 1.14 1.28 
Other feed grains $/bushel c 1.19 1.37 1. 20 1.43 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 2.79 
Cotton lint <;:/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 29.80 
aSources: [ 3,4 J. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based on 
production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 1973. 
CPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
Wheat fed to livestock is the same in solution W3C1Sl as in solu-
tion W2ClS1. The decline in wheat feeding causes an increase in the 
demand for corn and other feed grains, as compared to the base model solu-
tion. Less wheat is fed because changing relative prices cause wheat to 
be less profitable as a livestock feed. 
CORN EXPORTS INCREASED OVER 1969-71 LEVELS 
Model solutions summarized previously examined conditions with (1) 
exports of the three grain categories increased in the same proportion 
and (2) wheat exports alone increased. With all grain exports increased 
to around double 1969-71 levels, capacity of U.S. agriculture was ap-
proxima~ely fully employed, and programmed commodity prices rose sharply. 
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With wheat exports alone tripled and exports of other commodities at 1969-71 
average levels, capacity of agriculture for 1975 was not exhausted, and 
price increases were only modest in comparison to the 1972 crop year prices 
ad.iusted for inflation. However, with changed exports in wheat alone, con-
siderable shifts did occur in the interregional distribution of all crops 
and the location of surplus capacity (land unused for crops in meeting 
specified 1975 demand conditions). We now examine situations in which 
exports of corn alone are varied from the 1969-71 level. Two model so-
lutions are presented: model WlC2Sl with .corn exports at twice the 
1969-71 level, and model WlC3Sl with corn exports at three times the 
1969-71 level--exports of other commodities at 1969-71 average levels. 
Comparisons will be made mainly with the base model solution WCSl.OO, 
with crop exports at their 1969-71 averages. 
Corn Exports Doubled Over 1969-71 ~1C2Sl) 
With corn exports at only double the 1969-71 level, a total of 
190.1 million acres are used for crop production, and unused or surplus 
capacity land is 58.5 million acres. Acreages and production are shown 
in Table 22. 
Wheat production increases by 41.9 million bushels and 1.3 million 
acres over the base model as more wheat is fed in response to doubled 
corn exports. Production increases are in the Lake, Northeast, and 
Mountain regions with the largest increase, 70.9 million bushels, in 
the Lake region. Production decreases occur in the Appalachian, Pacific, 
Corn Belt, Northern Plains, and Southern Plains regions. The largest 
decrease, 26.7 million bushels, occurs in the Appalachian region. Na-
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tional yield declines by only 0.1 bushel from the base model solution. 
Corn production increases by 565.0 million bushels and 6.2 million 
acres as co~pared to the base model. The Northeast, Delta, and Mountain 
regions have the same levels of production in both the WlC2Sl and base 
model solutions. All the other regions increase production. Increases of 
313.2 million and 147.8 million bushels occur in the Corn Belt and North-
ern Plains regions, respectively. The Appalachian and Lake regions have 
production increases of over 40 million bushels. The National corn yield, 
94.1 bushels per acre, is only 0.4 bushels less than in the base model 
solution. 
Other feed grain production is 1.6 million bushels of corn equiva-
lent less than in the base model solution. Production increases of 86.7 
million, 38.4 million, and 25.5 million corn-equivalent bushels are in 
the Southern Plains, Mountain, and Pacific regions, respectively. The 
only production decrease, 152.2 million bushels, is in the Northern Plains 
region. Even with the decrease, the Northern Plains region still ac-
acounts for 57.5 percent of the nation's output of other feed grain pro-
duction. National yield of 52.7 bushels per acre is 1.5 bushels less than 
the base model s·olution. 
Soybean prod~ction with corn exports doubled over 1969-71 increases 
40,000 bushels over the base model. Even though production decreases by 
86.1 million bushels from the base model solution, nearly 60 percent of 
the nation's soybeans are produced in the Corn Belt in solution WlC2S1. 
The Northern Plains and Lake regions increase production by 45.9 mil-
lion and 36.0 million bushels, respectively. Nearly 4.3 million bushels 
more are produced in the Southeast region, while production in all other 
66 
regions remains constant. National soybean yield of 27.6 bushels per 
acre is 0.6 bushels per acre less than in the base model solution. Cot-
ton acreage declines by 4,000 acres, all in the Southeast region, com-
pared to the base wodel solution. 
Unused or surplus capacity decreases by only 9.4 million acres from 
the base model solution. Hence, because of the magnitude involved, a 
doubling of corn exports (solution W1C2S1) from the 1969-71 level has 
a smaller impact in utilizing U.S. agricultural capacity than does a 
singular doubling of wheat exports (solution W2C1Sl). Most of there-
gional decreases are small, the largest being 4.5 million acres in the 
Lake region. The Northeast region has no surplus capacity in solution 
WlC3Sl. Unused or surplus capacity land does not decrease in the Appala-
chian and Delta regions. 
National farm prices for the solution with doubled corn exports, 
WlC2S1, are shown in Table 23. Expressed in 1973 dollars, crop prices 
in this model are all lower than those for 1972 when a supply control 
program was in effect. Increases in crop prices from doubling corn ex-
ports are small, since surplus capacity is large when corn exports are 
double, but other exports are at 1969-71 levels. Crop prices change 
little because co!n exports are a smaller percentage of production than 
in the case of wheat or soybeans. For doubled corn exports, the per-
centage increase in total production is much smaller than for either 
wheat or soybeans. 
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Table 23. Farm prices under solution WlC2S 1 (with corn exports at 
twice the 1969-71 average) and comp~ri.sons, for 1972 and 
the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual a Deflated'6 Solution WlC2Sl 
Wheat $/bushel 1.80 2.07 1.60 1.64 
Corn $/bushel 1.60 1. 84 1.14 1.20 
Other feed grains $/bushelc 1.19 1. 37 1.20 1.25 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 2.40 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 29.20 
asources: [ 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based on 
production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
Corn Exports Tripled (WlC3Sl) 
Total land in production is 199.4 million acres when corn exports 
are tripled over the 1969-71 level,, but 49.2 million cropland acres are 
still unneeded to meet domestic and export demands in 1975. Acreages 
and production are shown in Table 24. 
Wheat production is 42.0 adllion bushels more than in the base model 
WCSLOO but only 90,000 bushels more than in WlC2Si, even though acreage 
is 1,012,000 greater than in the latter. Under tripled corn exports, 
WlC3Sl, wheat production decreases in tne Corn Belt, Appalachian, North-
ern Plains, and Pacific regions. The Corn Belt and Appalachian regions 
reduce production by 54.8 million and 50.8 million bushels, respectively. 
Increases of 96.2 million bushels and 59.9 million bushels occur in the 
Lake and Southern Plains, respectively. National wheat yield, 35.9 
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bushels per acre, declines by 1.0 bushels from the base model as the loca-
tion of wheat production shifts to accommodate greater corn production and 
exports. 
Corn production is 1.2 billion bushels more than in the base model 
as exports are tripled the 1969-71 level. Acreage increases by 13.3 mil-
lion. All regions, except the Northeast, increase production. The Corn 
Belt, Northern Plains, Lake, and Appalachian regions increase production 
by 609.5 million, 336.3 million, 98.2 million, and 73.1 million bushels, 
respectively (see Figure 11). The national corn yield crops 1.1 bushels 
per acre to 93.4 as corn acreage is expanded to allow doubled exports over 
the base model solution level. 
Other feed grain production decreases by 1.6 million bushels of 
corn e~uivalent, and soybean production is 40,000 bushels higher than 
in the base model. The Corn Belt produces 54.4 percent of the total soy-
bean production (Figure 12) as its production decreases by 153.0 million 
bushels compared to the base model solution. Cotton acreage again is 
4,000 acres less than in the base model but the same as in model WlC2Sl. 
The acreage decrease is all in the Southeast region. Cotton lint averages 
663.6 pounds per acre for this model. 
Unused or gurplus capacity land decreases considerably--by 18.7 
million acres from the base model and 9.3 million acres from WlC2Sl. P JW-
ever, it is still 49.2 million acres when corn exports alone are tripled, 
exports of other crops remaining at 1969-71 levels. The location of sur-
plus capacity land in solution W1C3S1 is shown in Figure 13. 
National farm prices for solution W1C3S1 are shown in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Farm prices under solution WlC3Sl (with corn exports at 
three times the 1969-71 average) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl~OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actua18 Deflatedb Solution W1C3S1 
Wheat 
Corn 
Other feed grains 
Soybeans 
$/bushel 1. 80 
$/bushel 1. 60 
$/bushelc 1.19 
$/bushel 4.35 
2.07 1. 60 1. 98 
1. 84 1.14 1.28 
1.37 1.20 1.43 
4.99 2.27 2.79 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 29.80 
asources: [ 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 ·dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
As compared to the base model, prices increase by 23.8 percent for 
wheat, 12.3 percent for corn, 19.2 percent for other feed grains, 22.9 
percent for soybeans, and 3.5 percent for cotton. Even with tripled 
corn exports, prices for corn, wheat, and soybeans are lower than the 
1972 crop-year prices adjusted for inflation. Prices of all commodities 
for tripled corn exports (W1C3Sl in Table 25) are only slightly higher 
than for doubled corn exports (WlC2Sl in Table 23), because the increase 
in demand for corn alone does not exhaust capacity of U.S. agriculture 
at the specified levels of 1975 commodity demands under WlC3S1. Again, 
the response in price is smaller than for wheat, because corn exports 
are a smaller percentage of national production. 
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1975 OILMEAL'EXPORTS INCREASED OVER 1969-71 
Results from two model solutions are now presented when exports 
of soybeans (oilmeals) alone are increased while exports of other grains 
are held constant at 1969-71 average levels. As for previous export 
levels and model solutions, domestic demand and yields are at 1975 pro-
~ected levels. Both soybeans and cotton satisfy oilmeal demands. How-
ever, cotton production is held at 5. 7 billion pounds. Any increase in 
oilmeal exports therefore must come almost entirely from soybean pro-
duction. Hence, in fact, the variation actually is in soybean exports. 
Two model solutions are presented: solution WlClS2 with oilmeal ex-
ports at twice the 1969-71 level, and solution W1ClS3 with oilmeal ex-
ports triple the 1969-71 level. Comparisons mainly are with the base 
model solution WCS1.00. The solutions presented have exports for all 
crops but oilmeals at their 1969-71 averages. 
Doubled Exports (WlC1S2) 
A doubling of soybean exports causes total land required for crops 
to rise to 212.8 million (Table 26). This compares to 202.1 million and 
190.1 million, respectively, when wheat and corn exports are doubled 
over the 1969-71- levels. Hence, doubled exports also reduced acreage of 
unused surplus capacity land by a greater amount or to 35.8 million acres. 
This compares to 46.5 million and 58.5 million acres, respectively, for 
doubled exports of wheat and corn. 
As soybean exports are doubled, production of this crop rises to 
1.9 billion bushels and acreage increases to 71.8 million. Consequently, 
while Wheat acreage increases by 2.1 million acres, production declines by 
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1.4 million bushels as shifts are made in prices and grains used in live-
stock feed. Corn acreage increases by 477,000 and production decreases by 
1.8 million bushels (Table 26) for similar reasons. Other feed grains in-
crease at the national level in both acreage and production. 
Soybean production increases by 631.6 ·million bushels over the base 
model as oilmeal exports are-doubled over the 1969-71 level. Acreage 
is increased by 25.4 million acres. All regions adapted to soybeans 
have increased production under WlC1S2. The Corn Belt, Northern Plains, 
and Lake regions increase production by 167.4 million, 131.0 million, 
and 114.4 million bushels, respectively. Soybean national yield is 27.0 
bushels per acre, as compared to 28.2 bushels for the base model solution. 
Unused or surplus capacity land under doubled oilmeal exports de-
creases by 32.1 million acres from the base model. Surplus capacity land 
no longer exists in the Northeast, Appalachian, and Pacific regions. De-
creases of 10.5 million, 8.4 million, and 6.2 million acres occur in 
the Southern Plains, Lake, and Northern Plains, respectively (Table 26). 
The Northern Plains region has 48.3 percent of the nation 1 s surplus capa-
city or unused land under doubled exports of oilmeals, since this region 
produces little of the crop. 
National fa.rm prices for this model solution are shown in Table 27. 
With prices expressed in 1973 dollars, other feed grains and cotton lint 
are the only crop prices higher than for the 1972 crop year. When compared 
to the base model solution, however, with no supply control program, 
wheat price increases by 13.1 percent, corn by 14.9 percent, other feed 
grains by 20.8 percent, soybeans by 37.4 percent, and cotton lint by 
6.9 percent. Price increases of most crops are modest as soybean exports 
77 
are doubled, because surplus capacity still exists with domestic demand at 
1975 projected levels, oilmeal exports doubi'e the 1969-71 ievel, and ex-
ports of corn and wheat at .1969-7llevels. 
Table 27. Farm prices under solution W1ClS2 (with oilmeal exports ·at 
twice the 1969-71 average) and comparisons for 1972 and the 
base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Pricesb 
1972 Prices Base 
Crop Unit Actual• Deflated'6 Solution W1C1S2 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1.60 1. 81 
Corn $/bushel 1.60 1. 84 1.14 1.31 
Other feed grains $/bushelc 1. 19 1.37 1.20 1.45 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 3.12 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 30.80 
&sources: ·[ 3,4 ]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1 <)73. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn e~uivalent. 
Oilmeal ~xports Tripled (WlC1S3) 
As oilmeal exports are tripled, capacity of U.S. agriculture is 
exhausted, even though exports of wheat and corn are only at 1969-71 
levels and domestic demands are at 1975 projected levels (Table 28). 
Soybean production of 2.6 billion bushels r~quires 100.0 million acres 
and national yield is 25.7 bushelsp 2.5 bushels less than in the base 
model as the crop is spread over more land in more producing areas. As 
Figure 14 shows,. soybeans would be produced in numerous areas which have 
not historically specialized i.n their production. 
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With soybean acreage increased greatly under WlClS3, wheat produc-
tion declines by 134.6 milli.on bushels from the base model, even though 
acreage increases by 2.5 million acres. Decreases in wheat production 
occur in the Corn Belt~ Appalacian, Pacific, Northeast, and Southeast. 
The Corn Belt cuts production by 241.9 million bushels, the Appalachian 
region by 72.3 million bushels. Increases of 102.3 mill~on and 88.6 mil-
lion bushels of wheat occur in the Mountain and Southern Plains regions, 
respectively. as oilmeal exports are tripled the 1969-71 average. 
Corn production increases by 163.2 million bushels and acreage by 
6.0 ~i.llion acres over the base model solution as oilmeal exports triple. 
Decreases in corn production occur in the Corn Belt, Delta, and Southeast 
regions. The largest ~roduction decrease, 600.7 million bushels, is in 
the Corn Belt, and the largest increases are in the Northern Plains and 
Mountain regions. National corn yield is 88.0 bushels per acre for this 
solution as compared to 94.5 bushels for the base model solution. Other 
feed grain production decreases and acreage increases as compared to the 
base model solution. Figure 15 shows the location of feed grain production 
in the 150 producing areas. 
National farm prices under tripled oilmeal exports are shown in 
Table 29. Expres~ed in 1973 dollars, all crop prices rise sharply as 
surplus capacity is absorbed under projected 1975 domestic demands, and 
oilmeal exports are three times the 1969-71 average level. The sharp com-
modity price rise under this situation (Table 29) compares generally to 
that for solution WCS2.05 (Table 17) where exports of wheat, corn, and 
oilmeals are simultaneously increased by 2.05 times the 1969-71 average 
levels •. However, soybean price is considerably higher when oilmeal ex-
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ports are tripled as the means of exhausting surplus capacity--as com-
pared to doubling exports of the three crop groups. 
Table 29. Farm prices under solution WlClS3 (with oilmeal exports at 
three times the 1969-71 average) and comparisons for 1972 
and the base solution WCSl.OO. 
1975 Prices b 
1972 Prices b Base 
Crop Unit Actual3 Deflated Solution WlClS3 
Wheat $/bushel 1. 80 2.07 1. 60 3.35 
Corn $/bushel 1. 60 1. 84 1.14 2.47 
Other feed grains $/bushel c 1.19 1. 37 1.20 2.93 
Soybeans $/bushel 4.35 4.99 2.27 7. 71 
Cotton lint ¢/pound 26.70 30.64 28.80 41.70 
a Sources: (3,4]. 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expenses paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
c Prices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
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SUMMARY 
This study analyzes the projected effects of larger exports in 
1975 of wheat, corn, and soybeans. The lar~e increase in export of 
these crops in recent years has depleted stocks in the United States, 
driven up food prices for consumers, and greatly increased the incomes of 
farmers. While large exports exhausted stocks and brought the full acreage 
capacity of u.s. agriculture into production in 1974, there exists the ques~ 
tion of how large exports would need to be in 1975 to also fully utilize 
the nation's current land capacity. In other words, at different levels 
of exports in 1975, how much of u.s. crop production capacity would need 
to be used? Prior to the sudden spurt in exports in 1973 and 1974 (due 
to crop shortfalls in other world regions), supply control programs were 
necessary to contain production and hold it at levels constant with tar-
get prices. This study shows that exports of corn, wheat, and oilmeals in 
1975 need to be approximately double 1969-71 levels if the full crop pro-
duction capacity of u.s. agriculture were utilized. Or, taken alone, 
soybean exports need to be triple the 1969-71 level. Under these export 
conditions, programmed prices of crops are at levels comparable to 1973-74, 
although lower than the highest prices in this period. Up to these levels 
of exports, surplus capacity would prevail in U.S. agriculture, and pro· 
grammed prices (corrected to 1973 dollar values) generally are lower than 
1972 prices when production controls were in effect. Increased production 
can occur, starting from a level approximating 1972, at fairly constant 
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supply prices for commodities until exports are 60 percent greater than 
the average 1969-71 level. Thereafter, programmed supply prices rise 
rather sharply (Table 30). 
A national and interregional linear programming model is used to 
analyze the impact of various export scenarios on crop production and 
distribution, land use, and programmed commodity prices. This model in-
cludes 150 producing regions, 31 market or consuming regions, a transporta-
tion submodel, and domestic demand constraints projected to 1975 levels. 
A total of 14 model solutions are used to analyze impacts of various ex-
port levels on production, land use, agricultural capacity, and commodity 
prices. Endogenous crops are wheat, corn, soybeans, cotton, oats, barley, 
and grain sorghums. Seven model solutions show impacts when exports of 
wheat, corn, and oilmeals are increased proportionately up to 2.05 times 
the 1969-71 average export levels. Surplus capacity of U.S. agriculture 
is then exhausted, and commodity prices rise sharply over prior solutions 
and lower export levels. Two models each are solved when wheat, corn, and 
oilmeal exports are each doubled and tripled over 1969-71 levels. Tri-
pled corn and wheat exports do not exhaust supply capacity of U.S. agri-
culture in 1975, but tripled oilmeal exports do and cause sharp upward 
price reactions ~n comparison with prior solutions and 1972 actual prices. 
While full 1975 capacity of U.S. agriculture is not absorbed until 
exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are approximately double 1969-71 
levels, considerable shifts in production and land use among regions 
occur at lower export levels. As the exports of the three commodities 
are increased to 1.6 times their 1969-71 averages, for example, the 
Northeast and Delta regions increase wheat and soybean production as 
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they decrease other feed grain production (as compared to the situation 
where exports are at 1969-71 levels). The Appalachian region decreases 
wheat production while increasing corn and soybean production. Increases 
in wheat, corn, and soybean production occur in the Southeast. The Corn 
Belt decreases wheat production and increases corn, other feed grain and 
soybean production. The Lake and Southern Plains regions increase pro-
duction of wheat, corn, other feed grains, and soybeans. Wheat, corn, 
and soybean production increase in the Northern Plains while other feed 
grain production decreases. The Mountain region increases wheat, corn, 
and other feed grain production. The Pacific region decreases wheat 
production slightly but increases corn and other feed grain production. 
Cotton acreage distributions change very little. No surplus capacity 
land remains in the Northeast, Appalachian, and Pacific regions. All 
regions have less unused or surplus capacity land, and the larger de-
creases are in the Southern Plains, Lake, Northern Plains, and Mountain 
regions. Unused or surplus capacity land totals 30.6 million acres 
under this export situation. 
When exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are 2.05 times their 
1969-71 average levels, all land is used in crop production. The North-
east increases w~eat and soybean production while decreasing other feed 
grain production (as compared to the situation where exports are at 
1969-71 levels). Wheat and corn production are decreased while soybean 
production is increased in the Appalachian region. The Southeast in-
creases wheat and soybean production but decreases corn production. 
Both the Delta and Northern Plains increase wheat, corn, and soybean 
production as they decrease other feed grain production. The Corn Belt 
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increases other feed grain and soybean production as it decreases wheat 
and corn production. Wheat, corn, and soybean production expand in 
the Lake region. The Northern Plains region increases wheat, corn, and 
soybean production but decreases other feed grain production. Production 
of wheat, corn, other feed grains, and soybeans is expanded in the South-
ern Plains region. The Mountain region increases wheat, corn, and other 
feed grain production. Wheat production is decreased in the Pacific 
region as it expands corn and other feed grain production. Cotton acre-
age increases in the Appalachian, Southeast, Delta, and Pacific regions. 
The Southern Plains region reduces cotton acreage. 
When wheat exports are twice the 1969-71 average and other crop 
exports are held at this average, wheat production increases in all re-
gions except the Appalachian and Delta. When wheat exports are triple 
the 1969-71 average level, all regions increase wheat production. The 
Northern Plains region has the largest increase. Soybean production 
increases in the Northeast as other feed grain production decreases. 
The Southeast increases and the Appalachian region decreases soybean 
production. The Corn Belt increases corn and other feed grain produc-
tion but decreases soybean production. The Lake region increases corn, 
other feed grain, and soybean production. Corn and soybean production 
increase as other feed grain production decreases in the Northern Plains. 
The Southern Plains region increases other feed grain production and slight-
ly decreases corn and soybean production. Cotton acreage remains nearly 
the same in all regions. All regions have less unused or surplus ca-
pacity land, but the larger decreases are in the Northern Plains, South-
ern Plains·, Lake, and Mountain regions which have large shifts to wheat. 
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A total of 18.4 million acres of surplus capacity land remains. Hence, 
no sharp commodity price increases occur as wheat exports are tripled over 
the 1969-71 level. 
Two models show the effects of increasing corn exports while hold-
ing all other crop exports at their 1969-71 averages. One model has corn 
exports at twice the 1969-71 ayerage, and the other model has corn exports 
at three times this average. As before, comparisons are made with the 
base model which has all crop exports at their 1969-71 averages. 
When corn exports are double the 1969-71 average and other crop ex-
ports are at 1969-71 levels, corn production increases in the Appalachian, 
Southeast, Corn Belt, Lake, Northern Plains, Southern Plains, and Pacific 
regions. Soybean production increases in the Southeast, Lake, and North-
ern Plains regions but decreases in the Corn Belt. However, a large sur-
plus capacity remains in the nation's agriculture and is not needed to 
meet domestic and export demands. When corn exports are triple the 1969-71 
level, corn production increases in all the regions, except the 
Northeast where it remains constant. Wheat production increases in the 
Northeast, Southeast, Lake, Southern Plains, and Mountain regions but is 
unchanged in the Delta region. Soybean production decreases in the Corn 
Belt and increases in the Appalachian, Southeast, Lake, Northern Plains, 
and Southern Plains regions. While the Northeast and Pacific regions 
have no unused land, the nation would still have 49.2 million acres of 
surplus capacity land. Since the tripling of corn exports uses a smaller 
proportion of total corn production than does a similar increase in export 
of wheat or soybeans, surplus capacity is reduced relatively little, and 
programmed prices have only modest increases. 
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When oilmeal exports are twice the 1969-71 level, soybean production 
increases in all regions except the Mountain and Pacific. Wheat production 
decreases in the Appalachian, Corn Belt, and Pacific regions. Corn produc-
tion remains constant in the Northeast, Mountain, and Delta regions but 
decreases in the Southeast, Corn Belt, and Pacific regions. Other feed 
grain production remains constant in the Appalachian and Southeast re-
gions but decreases in the Northeast, Delta, and Northern Plains regions. 
Cotton acreage increases in the Appalachian region and decreases in the 
Southeast. A total of 35.8 million acres of surplus capacity land still 
exists for the nation. When oilmeal exports are triple the 1969-71 
level, soybean production increases in all regions except the Mountain 
and Pacific. Wheat production decreases in the Northeast, Appalachian, 
Southeast, Corn Belt, and Pacific regions and increases in others. 
Corn production declines in the Southeast, Delta, and Corn Belt regions 
and increases in all others except the Northeast, where it remains constant. 
Cotton acreage declines in the Southeast and Southern Plains regions but 
expands in the Appalachian, Delta, and Pacific regions. No unused land 
remains, and agriculture is at full capacity. Programmed prices rise 
sharply, accordingly. 
The final model solution, analyzed in Appendix F, is one in which 
exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are at 1.6 times their 1969-71 
average levels while other crop exports are at this level. It differs 
from the other 13 model solutions, since the 150 producing areas have a 
smaller land base. In this model, it was assumed that only two out of 
three acres formerly idled under supply control programs would be returned 
to production by 1975. 
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Table 30 summarizes national yields and programmed prices under 
the 14 model solutions.discussed above. For models WCSl.OO, WCS1.20, 
WCS1.40, WCS1.60, WCS1.80, WCS2.00, and WCS2.05, the exports of wheat, 
corn, and oilmeals are increased by 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 105 per-
cent, respectively, over the 1969-71 average. levels. For models W2ClS1 
and W3C1S1, wheat exports are doubled and tripled, respectively, over 
1969-71; for models W1C2S1 and W1C3S1, corn exports are doubled and tri-
pled, respectively; and for models W1C1S2 and W1ClS3» oilmeals are dou-
bled and tripled, respectively, over 1969-71. Land area in all 150 pro-
ducing areas for model WCS1.6L is restrained to the possibility that 
only two of each three acres previously under supply control would re-
turn to production by 1975. Sharp commodity price increases, as compared 
to all exports at 1969-71 levels, occur only for the following: WCS2.00, 
with doubled exports of corn, wheat, and oilmeals; WCS2.05, with slightly 
higher exports and a "tight" production situation for crops; WlC1S3, 
with tripled oilmeal exports; and WCS1.6L, with a reduced land base. Na-
tional yields vary considerably among export scenarios and model solu-
tions, as crop production and land use take on different regional con-
figurations under various foreign demand levels. 
Wheat fed to livestock is bounded at 50 percent of the feed units 
fed to livestock in a consuming region. The model then allows wheat to 
substitute for corn and other feed grains (primarily grain sorghum) in 
livestock feeding when profitable. Most wheat is fed from July to Sep-
tember when wheat prices are seasonally low for wheat and high for corn 
and grain sorghum. This is a result of the new crop of wheat being 
abundant and the stocks of corn and grain sorghum being generally small. 
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A total of 265, _ mill ;_on tcsheh: of wheat was fed :o li.vestock from July 
1971 through Jtme 1972 .. During the same period in 1972-':3$ a total of 
202.6 million bushels of wheat was fed to livestock. 
Table 31 summarizes the amounts of wheat fed to livestock in re-
lation to crop prices for the different mode1 solutions. The largest 
amount of wheat fed, 216.2 million bushels, occurs when corn exports are 
high, other crop exports are constant, and wheat price is at the low level 
of $1.72 per bushel. The smallest amount of wheat fed, 20.8 million 
bushels, occurs when wheat, corn, and oilmeal exports are increased, 
other crop exports are held constant, and wheat price rises to $3.64 per 
bushel. 
Table 31. Wheat fed to livestock and crop prices as agricultural 
exports are increased in 1975. 
Cro12 Prices in 1973 Dollars a 
Wheat Fed Wheat Corn 
Other 
Feed Grainsb 
Model (000 Bu) ( $/Bu) ($/Bu) ($/Bu) 
WCSl.OO 174,190 1.60 1.14 1.20 
WCS1.20 213,619 1.68 1.19 1.24 
WCS1.40 87,428 1.83 1.27 1.37 
WCS1.60 23,111 1.91 1.33 1.43 
WCS1.80 39,429 2.05 1.49 1.60 
WCS2.00 26,540 2.86 1.90 2.18 
WCS2.05 20,825 3.64 2.32 2.73 
W2C1Sl 21,873 1.81 1.20 1.29 
W3ClS1 21,873 1.98 1.28 1.43 
WlC2S1 216,063 1.64 1.20 1.25 
W1C3Sl 216,159 1.72 1.32 1.35 
WlClS2 172,857 1.81 1.31 1.45 
WlC1S3 39,651 3.35 2.47 2.93 
WCS1.6L 22,730 2.77 1.94 2.20 
aAll prices are corrected to 1973 dollars using production ex-
penses 'paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15 as the defla-
tionary basis. 
bDollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
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Appendix A: The Basic Model 
This study is based on a basic linear programming m<N:,.',1 of U.S. 
agriculture. The objective function simulates market equilibrium (with 
constant stocks) and minimizes national production and transport costs 
subject to the requirement that all factor costs be covered. The con-
tinental United States is divided into 150 spatially delineated agricul-
tural production regions (Figure 1) of reasonably homogenous production 
possibilities. Crop production was specified exogenously for areas not 
included otherwise. Demand of the agricultural commodities was 8llo-
cated exogenously to the 31 consuming regions shown in Figure 2. De-
mands for wheat, corn, other feed grains, and oilmeals were allocated 
regionally, while a national equation was used for cotton. 
Production activities were defined for each production area where 
such production activities are feasible. The following production ac-
tivities satisfy demand in a consuming region: (a) wheat production 
(132 activities) credited against wheat demand; (b) corn production (141 
activities) credited against corn demand; (c) other feed grain produc-
tion (148 activities which are a weighted average of grain sorghum, 
oats, and barley) credited against other feed grain demand; (d) soybean 
production (114 activities) credited against oi1meal demand; and (e) 
cotton lint production (60 activities) credited against national cottn' 
lint demand, and cottonmeal which was credited against oilmeal demand. 
Transfer activities were defined for each consuming region so that wheat 
could be used to satisfy corn and/ or other feted grain demands. These 
activities allow wheat to be substituted for fe~d graine in livestock 
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rations. Transportation activities were defined between each pair of 
consuming regions for the four commodities--wheat, corn, other feed 
grains, and oilmeals. No government program restraints were included 
in the model solutions. Therefore, the land base was composed of the 
1964 harvested acres of the major crops listed above and land formerly 
retired under government programs. 
The variables of the model are divided into activities, costs of 
activities, and demand and land restraints. Activities are: 
X •• 
1] 
p •. 
1] 
T kmn 
= crop production activity level; 
= yield per unit of crop production; 
= transportation activity level for the nth commodity 
from the mth to the kth consuming region; and 
= wheat-feed grain transfer activity level. 
Activity costs are: 
c .. = crop production activity cost; 
1] 
dkmn = transportation activity cost; and 
vk = cost per unit of wheat-feed grain transfer activity. 
Activity restraints are: 
Li = land restraint for land-using activities in each area; and 
D = demands for commodities in each region: 
mn 
where the subscripts are as follows: 
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i index of crop production regions; i 1 2. . .. ' 150 
j = index of crop production activities; 
j = 1 for wheat, 
j = 2 for corn, 
j = 3 for other feed grains, 
j = 4 for seybeans, 
j = 5 cotton. 
k, m = indices of consuming or demand regions; 
k, m = 1, 2, •.. , 31 
k, m = 32 is the national cotton region; 
n = index of agricultural commodities; 
n = 1 for wheat, 
n = 2 for corn, 
n = 3 for other feed grains, 
n = 4 for oilmeals. 
The objective function is: 
150 5 31 31 4 31 
Min L: L: ci .X •. + L: E .J: Tk dk + I: WFkvk 
i=l j=l J 1] k=l m=l n=l mn mn k=l 
Land restraints are: 
5 
L: X •• ~ Li j=l 1] i = 1, 2' ••• ' 150. 
Demand restraints are: 
(a) Wheat 
i: 
iek 
(b) Corn 
i: 
iek 
(c) Other feed grains 
31 
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i~k Xi3pi3 + n!1 (Tkm3 - Tmk3) + WFk;;;::: Dk3 
(d) Oilmeals 
5 
i: i: 
iek j=4 
X •• P •• + l.J l.J 
(e) Cotton lint 
Activity bounds 
k= 1, 2, ••. , 31; 
k = 1, 2, .•• , 31; 
k = 1, 2, ••• ' 31; 
k = 1, 2, •.• , 31; 
Corn, soybean, and cotton activities were controlled by upper 
bounds set at 66 percent of the land in a production area. Wheat-feed 
grain activites were assigned upper bounds at 50 percent of the feed 
units fed in a consuming region. 
6 i: indicates that the summation is over all producing regions (i) 
iek 
within the kth consuming region. 
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Non-negativity 
Activity levels of the variables were restricted to values greater 
than or equal to zero. 
The above summarizes the basic model which was used for all solu-
tions of the study. Different model solutions were made by changing 
elements in the right-hand sides of the appropriate grain export or land 
equations. 
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Appendix B: Yield Coefficients 
Crop yields were calculated on the basis of expected fertiliza-
tion levels in 1975. It was assumed that use of nitrogen fertilizer is 
partly a function of time and that yield is a function of nitrogen fer-
tilizer use. The functional relationships used to predict yield for 
each level of nitrogen use are given in Crop Yield Response to Fertili-
zer in the United States [6]. Given these production functions, the major 
task remaining was to predict nitrogen fertilizer use. This estimation 
was carried out in two distinct steps: 
(1) Estimation of the amount of land receiving any 
nitrogen for each producing area and each crop; and 
(2) Estimation of the amount of nitrogen applied to land 
receiving any nitrogen for each region and crop. 
Proportion of Land Receiving Any Nitrogen 
Failure to fertilize a crop was hypothesized to result from incom-
plete adoption based on a lag in the learning and awareness process [1]. 
The adoption of technical innovations is widely held to be a function 
of time as well as economic and demographic characteristics of the sub-
ject population. The assumption was made that the adoption rate of 
fertlizer use in any area for any crop is a simple function of time, 
since prices of inputs were held constant at 1969 prices and nitrogen 
fertlization was assumed to be profitable. 
Rate of Application of Nitrogen 
Possible motivations for changing application rates are similar to 
those for the proportion of land receiving any nitrogen: 
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(1) Changed physical productivity of nitrogen; 
(2) Changed price relationships; or 
(3) Changed user adoption. 
As before, it was assumed that the dominant motive in level of 
fertilizer use is described by a simple time trend. Both yields and 
production coefficients were ~dopted from a previous study by Mayer and 
Hargrove [8]. 
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Appendix C: Production Costs 
Production costs primarily were based on previously established 
budgets for representative farms by region but were modified to account 
for changes in fertilizer cost and inflation to 1975. The established 
budgets were divided into the elements of labor, power and machinery, 
fertilizer, lime, seed, pesticides, irrigation, interest and insurance, 
and drying costs. The procedure for establishing fertilizer costs is 
detailed in CAED Report No. 38 (8]. 
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Appendix D: Demand Constraints 
Per capita direct demands for corn, grain sorghum, oats, barley, 
wheat, soybeans, and cotton were based on historic patterns of commo-
dity use. Usually, the 1969-71 average per capita consumption was used. 
Total consumption was estimated by multiplying per capita consumptions 
by the total population. This figure was then allocated to the consuming 
regions on the basis of number of employees, or number of plants, or pro-
portion of total processing in each industry in each consuming region. 
Per capita consumption levels of beef, pork, and broilers were 
determined from the price-quantity equations developed by Waugh [10]. 
These equations in a price dependent form are: 
Q 
where 
QB = 43.7809- 0.7697PB + 0.2786Pp + 0.1076PBr + 0.0386Y; 
Qp = 90. 1111 + 0.2786PB - 0.9612P + 0.0728PBr + 0.0032Y; p 
=32.0623 + 0.1076PB + 0.0728P - 0.4485PBr + 0.0023Y; Br p 
QB is the beef consumed in pounds per capita in 1975 on a 
carcass weight basis; 
Qp is the pork consumed in pounds per capita in 1975 on a 
carcass weight basis, 
QBr is the broilers consumed in pounds per capita on a 
ready-to-cook basis, 
PB is the expected retail price of beef in 1975, 7 
p is the expected retail price of pork in 1975, 7 p 
PBr is the expected retail price of broilers in 1975,7 and 
Y is the projected per capita disposable income in 1975.7 
7rncluded in constant 1957-59 dollars. 
and 
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The per capita consumptions of lamb and mutton, turkeys, eggs, and 
milk are calculated from: 
where 
5.57087 -1.9916p 0.57397y 0.36813t -0.13775; QL e PL B 
QT = 2.4087lp -0.43835p 
e T B 
Q = E 
Q = M 
6.052056 -0.087861 
e t 
6.6301 
e 
-o. Oll9t 
0. 19729 
t 
and 
0~21801; 
QL is the lamb and mutton consumed in pounds per capita 
in 1975 on a carcass weight basis, 
QT is the turkey consumed in pounds per capita in 1975 on a 
ready-to-cook basis, 
QE is the number of eggs (including egg-equivalent products) con-
sumed per capita in 1975, 
QM is the dairy products consumed in pounds per capita in 1975 on 
a whole milk-equivalent basis, 
e is the base of the natural logarithm, 
PL is the expected retail price of lamb and mutton in 1975,8 
PT is the expected retail price of turkeys in 19758 
PB is the expected retail price of beef in 1975, 
8 
t is the time in years after 1947, and 
y is the projected per capita income in 1975 expressed in 1957-59 
dollars. 
The per capita demands for livestock products were then multiplied 
8Retail prices are on index with 1957-59 = 100. 
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by the total population and adjusted for foreign trade to give the final 
demands. These final demands were converted in order to calculate the 
amount of grains and oilmeals needed to produce them. These grain 
consumption levels then were allocated to consuming regions in 
proportion to grain-consuming animal units fed on a 1968-70 average. 
The direct consumption& of crops as well as livestock products 
consumption (on the basis of feed required) are treated exogenously in 
the model. These feed requirements are included in the demands for 
the different crops. 
Wheat Demand 
parts: 
The demand for wheat in each consuming region is composed of three 
(1) Food demand is the product of per capita wheat consumption, 
total population, and proportion of flour milling in that 
region; 
(2) Seed demand is the product of level of seed needed and the 
historic proportion of total wheat acreage in that consuming 
region; and 
(3) Export demand is the product of projected wheat exports as 
grain and the proportion of wheat exports originating in that 
consuming region. Wheat flour exports are assumed to be 10 
percent of the total wheat exports and are allocated to 
the consuming region on the basis of flour milling. 
Total wheat demand for each consuming region is the sum of food, 
exports, and seed less production of the regions not included in the 150 
producing areas. The model allows substitution of wheat for feed grains 
in livestock feedings. (This use is not included in the values for the 
consuming region direct wheat demands.) 
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Corn Demand 
parts: 
The demand for corn in each consuming region is calculated in four 
(1) Livestock demand which has been previously discussed. 
Corn demand is based on corn feeding proportions found in 
Jennings [7]. Therefore, the corn demand for livestock 
feedings by consuming region is the total feed units re-
quired times the percentage of total grains made up of corn; 
(2) Export demand is the product of projected corn exports and 
the proportion of corn exports originating in the consuming 
region. All exports are assumed to be grain. 
(3) Food demand is the product of per capita human food demand, 
total population, and the percentage of employees or number 
of plants in the industries in the consuming region. This 
also includes some of the export of processed corn for human 
use; and 
(4) Seed demand is the product of seed needed and the historic pro-
portion of corn acreage grown in the consuming area. 
Total corn demand for each consuming region is the sum of the 
four components above less the production of regions not included in 
the 150 production areas. The model can reduce these total demands if 
wheat feeding is profitable. 
Other Feed Grain Demand 
Similar calculations are involved for other feed grains as were 
done for corn. Livestock demand is the total grains required (in feed 
units) minus corn fed. The model also can reduce the total demand by 
substituting wheat for grain sorghum in livestock feeding. 
Oilmeal Demand 
The demand for oilmeals is calculated in four parts: 
(a) Livestock demand is the product of all livestock raised; their 
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respective oilmeal requirements, and the proportion of 
soybe.an processing capacities in the consuming region; 
(2) Seed demand is the product of seed required and th;~ 
historic proportion of total soybean acreage in the con-
suming region; 
(3) Export demand is the product of projected soybean exports 
and the historical proportion of soybean exports originating 
in the consuming region plus the product of projected oilmeal 
exports and the proportion of soybean processing capacity 
in the consuming region. Soybeans were assumed to be 70 
percent of the total oilmeal and soybean exports; and 
(4) Soybeans for human consumption is the product of the per 
capita consumption (assumed to be four pounds per person), 
total population, and proportion of soybean processing ca-
pacity in the consuming region. 
Total oilmeal demand for each consuming region is the sum of these 
four components less the production of areas not included in the production 
model. 
Cotton Demand 
The national domestic demand for cotton lint is made of two parts: 
(1) Domestic demand is the product of projected population and 
a per capita use of 19 pounds; and 
(2) Export demand is the 1969-71 average net exports of cotton. 
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Appendix E: White Area Statistics 
The white area in Figure 1 is the cropland in the United States not 
contained in the 150 production areas of the figure. This land produced 
only about 2 percent of the nation's total wheat, feed grains, soy-
beans, and cotton in 1964. Production in the white area was determined 
exogenously, since the crops involved add little to production. The 
acreages of exogenous crops are based on (equated to) 1964 census data. 
Yields were increased by adjusting for state yields in 1970-72 and the 
relative yield, as compared to its corresponding state yield. Table 
E.l shows the farm production region, acreages, and production for the 
white area land. Total land in the white area is 6,435,428 acres. These 
production figures for the crops in the model are subtracted from the 
total demands in the corresponding 31 consuming regions to give the de-
mands that must be satisfied by the model, using the land in the 150 pro-
ducing areas. 
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Appendix F: Model WCS1.6L with Smaller Land Base 
In the 13 models of the text, all land once retired under federal 
farm programs was assumed available for production. This gave a land 
base of 242,155,300 acres in the 150 producing areas. Recent analyses 
suggest that only two out of three acres retired might come back into 
production. Based on this estimate, the land base would be 21,896,800 
acres less or total 220,258,500 acres. A comparison of a model solu-
tion with this land base is made with model WCS1.60. Both models as-
sume exports of wheat, corn, and oilmeals are at 1.6 times their 1969-
71 averages, while the exports of other crops in the model are held at 
their 1969-71 averages. 
Wheat production in model solution WCS1.6L is 372,000 bushels less 
than in WCS1.60. However, acreage is 3.1 million acres greater in model 
WCS1.6L. (This explains the 2.0 bushel per acre decrease in yield for 
model WCS1.6L.) With a reduced land base, wheat production is concen-
trated more in the Northern Plains. Only the Northern Plains and Moun-
tain regions increase production--by 173.2 million and 47.6 million 
bushels, respectively. Production decreases 81.5 million and 61.0 mil-
lion bushels in the Corn Belt and Southern Plains regions, respectively 
(see Table E.l). Corn production in WCS1.6L is 5.6 million bushels 
greater than in WCS1.60 and requires an additional 2.3 million acres. 
The Corn Belt accounts for 50.0 percent of the national production, even 
though it decreases production by 77.3 million bushels. Other regions 
decreasing corn production are the Southeast, Appalachian, Southern 
Plains, and Northeast. Increases in production of over 50 million bushels 
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are in the Northern Plains, Lake, and Mountain regions. The national yield 
of 89.7 bushels per acre is 3.2 bushels less than in model WCS1.60. 
Other feed grain production is lower than in model WCS1.60 (see Table 
F.l). Soybean production declines by 719,000 bushels when compared to 
model WCS1.60, although acreage increases by 435,000 acres. Production in-
creases are in the Northeast-, Appalachian, Lake, and Southern Plains re-
gions. Cotton acreage decreases by 172,000 acres from model WCS1.60. 
Decreases are 201,000 acres and 832,000 acres in the Appalachian and 
Southern Plains regions, respectively. Increases are 719,000, 102,000, 
and 40,000 acres in the Delta, Pacific, and Southeast regions, respec-
tively. National lint yield of 677.8 pounds per acre is 13.6 pounds 
per acre more than in model WCS1.60. Unused land is in two regions 
only--the Delta region with 8,000 acres and the Northern Plains with 
1,073,000 acres. Unused land is 29.5 million acres less than model 
WCS1.60. 
National prices for model WCS1.6L are shown in Table F.2. Expressed 
in 1973 dollars, all crop prices, except soybeans, are higher than for 
the 1972 crop year. Prices for WCS1.6L are considerably higher than for 
WCS1.60. 
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Appendix Table F.2. Farm prices under solution WCS1.6L with compari-
sons for 1972 and Model WCS1.60. 
Crops 
Wheat 
Corn 
Other feed grains 
Soybeans 
Cotton lint 
asources: 
1972 
Unit Actual a 
$/bushel 1.80 
$/bushel 1.60 
$/bushelc 1.19 
$/bushel 4.35 
<;:/pound 26.70 
[ 3,4 J. 
Prices 1975 Pricesb 
Deflatedb WCS1.60 WCS1.6L 
2.07 1. 91 2. 77 
1.84 1.33 l. 94 
1.37 1.43 2.20 
4.99 2.97 4.88 
30.64 30.40 36.00 
bPrices are expressed in 1973 dollars by means of deflation based 
on production expense paid by farmers from January 15 through July 15, 
1973. 
cPrices are expressed in dollars per bushel of corn equivalent. 
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